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Dear readers,
Welcome to the seventh exciting year of Festival Neue
Literatur, the only US festival to showcase fiction
originally written in German. FNL brings six of the
most important emerging and established writers from
Germany, Austria and Switzerland to New York City,
where they join two US writers in a four-day series of
readings and conversations. This year’s participants
are Xaver Bayer (Austria), Sibylle Berg (Switzerland),
Iris Hanika (Germany), James Hannaham (US), Vea
Kaiser (Austria), Christopher Kloeble (Germany), Pedro Lenz (Switzerland), and Jenny Offill (US).
This year’s theme, SERIOUSLY FUNNY, highlights
the role of humor in the work of the authors featured in the festival. But it’s not about humor as an
escape from serious matters. On the contrary, these
writers use humor as a way of grappling with difficult questions and complex themes. Whether it’s the
story of a Swiss ex-con trying to find his place in the
world (Lenz), a satire of provincial life in an isolated
Austrian mountain village (Kaiser), a Bavarian family
saga about a young man’s search for his birth mother
(Kloeble), a formally experimental exploration of the
breakdown of meaning in post-Wall Berlin (Hanika),
unflinching portraits of marriages in crisis (Berg and
Offill), a collection of at once quotidian and surreally imaginative miniatures (Bayer) or the chronicle
of a family torn apart by racism, drug addiction, and
human trafficking (Hannaham), our featured authors
illuminate profound truths by conveying funny or
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absurd aspects of human predicaments and relationships, and show how laughter can be a response to
pain, suffering, and trauma.
In this reader we’ve included excerpts from the six
German-language works, rendered in English by
outstanding translators, along with descriptions of
the books and biographies of the authors. The writing collected here is a testament to Walter Benjamin’s
praise of laughter as a trigger for thinking, and it
reveals that this “convulsion of the diaphragm,” as he
put it, is conducive not only to that of the mind, but
also to that of the heart. We hope that these writers
will engage you on all these levels.
Sincerely,

Ross Benjamin, Curator
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MYSTERIOUS RUSTLINGS FROM
THE MAGIC KINGDOM
GEHEIMNISVOLLES KNISTERN
AUS DEM ZAUBERREICH
BY XAVER BAYER

In this collection of prose miniatures, Xaver Bayer's first-person
narrator wanders aimlessly through the city – from café to theater to
supermarket, from park bench to gas station espresso bar to apartment – and lets his eyes, his perception, and his imagination wander. At once quotidian and surreal, the pieces typically start from
a chance encounter with something seemingly unremarkable – for
example, the narrator finds a black plastic comb in the crack of a
seat in a tavern – and move seamlessly into poetic meditation – the
abandoned comb seems to him “to have all the time in the world,”
indeed comes to represent for him “the epitome of all-the-time-inthe-world” – and daydreaming – if he were to hold up the comb in
front of him like a monstrance, its “holy thingliness” would attract a
multitude of followers.
By spinning out mundane observations or idle musings in unexpected, often uncanny directions, Bayer transforms the banality of
everyday life into a fantastic, at times grotesque, always captivating
realm. Subjected to the gaze of the artist-poet as flâneur, the boundaries between reality and fantasy, the inner and outer world, daily
life and dreaming become porous.

204 PAGES / JUNG UND JUNG / 2014
TRANSLATION RIGHTS: REGINA RUMPOLD-KUNZ • OFFICE@JUNGUNDJUNG.AT

MYSTERIOUS RUSTLINGS FROM THE MAGIC KINGDOM
GEHEIMNISVOLLES KNISTERN AUS DEM ZAUBERREICH
BY XAVER BAYER
TRANSLATED BY DANIEL BOWLES

At first there’s just a bluish, mellow little flame flickering up from
the tip of my right big toe, at certain spots tending toward a greenish
yellow, and only after a while does red join in, and it reminds me of the
indoor fireworks from the New Year’s Eve celebrations of my childhood
– there were colorfully flaming discs like this then, called peacock hearts,
if I’m not mistaken. Well, anyway, I’m lying there, leaning lightly against
the wall, watching my toe gradually start to catch fire. It seems to me that
my toe’s farther away than usual, and perhaps I am just farther away. Now
it’s completely in flames, the flesh charring and blackening, and the fire has
also spread to the adjacent toes. An impressive sight, and yet I’m somehow
impassive. It’s as if I’m gazing at a fireplace, spellbound by the fire but
still not quite all there. Now my whole foot is burning. Curious how cool I
remain throughout. I feel like I’m staring at a rock or a wadded-up rag that’s
caught fire for whatever reason, it doesn’t concern me. By now my foot has
caught fire. As the bones in my toes begin to show through the charcoaled
flesh, the flames feed greedily on the fat and muscle mass of my lower leg.
And I lie there, letting the spectacle sink in, although, technically speaking,
I don’t conceive of it as a spectacle, and I still don’t have the faintest idea
what to think about this whole business. Basically, I’m not really interested,
I don’t really care, I just see my leg burning and the flames wandering up it,
and I’m only looking because right now it’s the most obvious thing to look
at. Were I to let my gaze wander through the room, I’d simply see what I
already know anyway, ad nauseam: the decaying chest of drawers with the
picture frames on top, in them photos of people I don’t know; the display
case with the shattered glass panes and in it all sorts of knickknacks like
figurines, minerals, souvenirs; the wall of books with the conspicuous peculiarity that the books are shelved with their spines to the back such that you
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can’t read the titles; hanging askew on the opposite wall a tattered calendar
on which neither the month nor the year is legible; in one corner a rusted
stove, in the other a pile of musty logs, and otherwise only pigeon droppings. Nothing even remotely arouses my curiosity for a closer examination;
it is to my burning leg alone that I give my attention, but only because it’s
right there. Although I haven’t eaten anything in several days, the smell of
scorched flesh does not unleash any pangs of hunger in me. Lo and behold,
the mattress beneath me has also caught fire. The flames engulf my left leg
and abdomen fairly swiftly, blazing up high, up to the ceiling from which
the fin-de-siècle molding, damp on account of several leaky spots in the
roof, has been crumbling for some time now. As the fire clambers up my
belly and chest, I scoot forward a bit so as to lie flat on my back. I may not
be able to see the play of the flames like this, but in the end that doesn’t
matter to me. I have only a vague sense of my lips starting to smolder and
my nose igniting, and the fire climbs onward over my eyelids and brow to
my hair, which, because I haven’t washed it for a long time, provides what is
certainly an even better fuel. And thus it is finished: I am ablaze. Amazing! I
feel a bit exhausted now too, but I raise my head once more and with slight
bafflement note the gazes of several other people lying around me in this
room. Had I simply not noticed them before, or did they only turn up in the
last few minutes, as curious onlookers at the fire show? Or could it be that
they don’t see me at all, for, as is becoming apparent to me, their toes and
feet and even to some extent their abdomens are aflame, and they are, by all
indications, looking not at me, but at their own burning extremities. Yet as
I ruminate on this further I become conscious of the fact that all of this,
as I have said, a) has basically no bearing on me, b) is of no interest to me
whatsoever, and c) in the final analysis leaves me completely cold, and with
these clear and – to my way of thinking – positive thoughts in my mind, I
turn toward the wall to finally find sleep, quiet, and a bit of peace.
***
It isn’t the first time that I slink into the area of the municipal
theater that is closed to audience members during a performance. Dressed
according to his expectations, with a confident demeanor and with a jaunty
bon mot on your lips, you can get past the doorman at the rear entrance
unhindered, and then you’re in the dressing room wing. I open one of
the dressing room doors at random, slip inside and close it behind me. I
set up the camping stove and begin melting the snow I’ve shoveled with
both hands from the windowsill into a small pot. In my backpack I’ve
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smuggled the necessary implements inside. When the water boils, I dump
in the instant soup powder. “Oh, that’s nice!” I say as I take the first sip
of the steaming broth, nearly burning my tongue. “That’s really fucking
nice!” I say once, and then again, listening to the reverberation of my voice
to judge whether it sounds the way a professional actor would declaim it.
Next I open the newspaper and read the sports reports loudly and with an
intonation of exaggerated boredom. At the last sip of soup I stand up and
clamber atop the cabinet in which the costumes are hanging, sit crosslegged, and light myself a cigar. I flick the ash into my left hand and smear
it like camouflage onto my face, then I climb down and inspect the wardrobe more intently. Hanging over a chair back is an actress’s garment, on the
shelf in front of the mirror a cigarette package, next to it a gum wrapper
with a telephone number written on it. As I punch the number into my
phone and press “Call,” a warm feeling of gratitude courses through me.
It’s just an answering machine that picks up on the other end. For a while I
hold the telephone to the intercom beside the door before cutting off the
connection.
Before me on the shelf of the second makeup mirror is a female
head made of Styrofoam, a wig holder. I fetch the bottle of red wine and
the two glasses from my backpack, open the screw top, and pour. Then I
dip my finger into the wine, wet the pouty Styrofoam lips of the wig holder
head, and strew the colorful paper streamers I bought yesterday in a gag gift
shop.
Suddenly the stage manager’s voice rings out from the intercom,
announcing the end of the second act and the beginning of the intermission. I hadn’t planned on this. Did I misread the performance schedule?
The hallway outside the dressing rooms is already filled with voices. Any
minute now the door will open, the actress will enter, identify me as an intruder, and call security. I have no time left to bolt. As if remote-controlled
I sit down in the chair in front of the right makeup mirror and stare, frozen,
at the Styrofoam head, from whose chin wine is dripping. The head’s eyes
are closed, as if from weariness, its moistened lips just a tad open, coyly
pursed, with a vacant expression, to be vanquished only by contempt. I
begin counting the seconds until the door latch moves, twenty-one, twentytwo, twenty-three, and then it happens, the door opens, a hand shoves the
divider curtain aside, I turn my head to the left. It’s not an actress smiling
at me, but obviously a makeup artist, in her hands a wig she drapes over the
Styrofoam head with a manifest naturalness before turning to me directly,
without a trace of astonishment at my presence here. “She’ll be here any
second,” she says, flitting out of the dressing room. “But I can’t wait any
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longer!” I call after her, and hurriedly pack my belongings.
***
I no longer put up any resistance. I’m trying to exercise the greatest possible goodwill. The ugly colors of the tablecloth, bench, and decorations in this gas station espresso stop, the bad music playing too loudly—I
let it all wash over me without becoming indignant at it. Instead I imagine
that I am back in civilization again for the first time after living for years
on a desolate and unpopulated island, or that after a coma of many years I
have just left the hospital. How beautiful everything would seem then! How
enchanting, this scented candleholder made of imitation wood! Wonderful, that painting on the wall of dolphins leaping by moonlight! And is that
number one on the current pop charts? Fantastic song! Even the fruit juice
from concentrate and the latte in a can taste glorious. And that one-of-akind view through the windows: there a gigantic crane, miracle of technology, this skyscraper here, stunning, and in the heavens above it one of those
flying machines—hot damn, that they don’t just fall out of the sky! And
so many cars and so many people! An ode to life, those colorful billboards
and the opulent window displays! I just can’t stop marveling at it all. Would
I maybe like today’s special, the waitress asks. Oh, you bet! I’ll savor every
bite. A poem, assuredly, that turkey schnitzel! And I’ll read the paper, too,
and revel in everything that takes place without my having to lift a finger.
And what genius, this invention of money, I think while paying. I’d never
have come up with it in a million years! Sated and happy, I walk in my warm
clothing down the gentle slope of the road leading into town and attempt,
successfully, not to allow even one remotely querulous thought into my
mind. Just let everything wash over me, permit everything its existence: how
noble of form and stature those two horses are there, leading a carriage
past with elegant tourists! How impressive the young ladies in fur in the
passenger seats of the luxury sedans! How memorable this crippled beggar cowering there beside an ATM! He must—like me—love being alive, I
think, returning his winning smile as I walk past him, I, a part of humanity,
I, one of many, I, who no longer puts up any resistance.
***
On one of those days when for whatever reason one is drawn to
be more active than usual, I put into action the long-made resolution to
remove from the walls of my living room the Wild-West-style wooden pan-
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eling that the previous tenant, an inveterate fan of Westerns, had made or
had had made. I was acting like I’d been hypnotized, I think to myself now,
in hindsight, as I loaded the boards, and a large portion of the furniture as
well, into the van I had borrowed from a friend and drove to the dump. It
likewise seems like a dream to me today that I bought several cans of white
paint, lugged them up into my apartment, and began working straightaway.
I painted everything white: the walls, the floor, the table, the armchair, the
piano, the stereo—everything. When I was standing at the very top of the
ladder and stretching to paint over the last non-white spot on the ceiling,
the paint can tipped over, spilling the paint over the ladder and my legs. I
seized the opportunity and painted the ladder white, too, then my smock,
my hands, my hair, my face. There was then, in fact, nothing left that wasn’t
white. I enjoyed those few minutes, alone and white in my white room,
before climbing into the shower to wash off the paint.
A few days later, I organized a party. To eat I had rice and white
bread from which I had removed the crusts, to drink, milk and ouzo. The
evening seemed to be a success until the moment when a young artist
dropped a cigarette on the floor and a burn hole ate through the white
paint, which she enlarged into a gray spot with a few wiping motions of
her feet. I watched her do it and knew that she had done it intentionally in
order to take a stand against the dominance of the white. All of a sudden
everything became abhorrent to me, and I asked the guests to leave my
apartment so emphatically that I was in fact very soon alone again.
If today one of those guests from that time crosses my path and
begins raving about that legendary party of yesteryear, I act preoccupied
and promptly change the subject. If he proves persistent and can’t be dissuaded from repeatedly bringing up this one evening, then there is nothing
left for me to do but abruptly turn my back on him and continue on my
way, which will, in all likelihood, take me into the wordlessness of deep
night and beyond, into the desolate periphery of the morning.
***
Sometimes, early in the morning, I sit down along the canal that
divides the city in two not far from my apartment building. I watch the
swallows fly their caprioles, listen to the screeching of the gulls, and gaze at
the excursion ships that from time to time sail past the spot where I usually
sit.
Occasionally I’ll daydream that a family of tourists—ideally from
the Orient—walks past me, a sudden cry, the little daughter has fallen into
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the water, she’s going under, no one in the family can swim, and I, I plunge
into the brown water without hesitation, drag the girl to the surface and
pull her safely ashore with the last of my strength. The parents are elated,
I’ve saved the life of their child, and as it turns out, the father is one of the
richest men in the world. He inquires after my name and address, and the
following day he stands at my door with a suitcase: in it, a million Euros. At
first I turn down the money—he finds my modesty touching—but he won’t
allow me not to accept the suitcase. And so forth.
Alas, though, the tourists from the East or wherever always hold
their daughters’ and sons’ hands tightly, on the rare occasion that such a
family even walks along what is, for all intents and purposes, an unsightly
canal bank. Never does a child fall into the water when I’m nearby, and
if one were to do so, then he or she would certainly be able to swim. My
presence here is pointless, I’m a failed lifesaver, a hero never called into
action because the appropriate opportunity never presents itself. And so,
having achieved nothing, I soon head home. Behind me I leave the skirling
of the swallows hunting insects right above the water, the screeching of the
gulls, and the excursion ships from which not a single tourist waves to me,
thereby robbing me of the opportunity not to wave back.
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MEAL
MAHL
A SHORT STORY BY XAVER BAYER
TRANSLATED BY DANIEL BOWLES
Méfiez-vous des blancs, habitants du rivage.
Beware of white men, you who live on the shore.
Évariste de Parny
Since eight o’clock this morning, sharp shooters hidden on the
roofs and behind some windows above the large pedestrian zone in the
center of the old city, where the density of luxury stores, banks, and fine
restaurants is greatest, have been firing randomly at passersby. What’s more,
terrorists have taken hostages and holed themselves up with them in neighboring businesses, pubs, and hotels. According to conservative estimates, as
the radio would have it, thirty-four people have been killed so far, a number
that is likely understated, for just in the area visible from Marianne’s parents’
apartment, where we have been since last night, we can count over twenty
dead, and the pedestrian zone continues to the left and right much farther
than we can see.
One of the buildings where the shopping strip begins is half
collapsed and on fire because an attacker blew himself up when a special
police unit was about to storm the roof. No one has any idea where all snipers are positioned and how many terrorists in all are involved in the attack.
The inner city is cordoned off, and there’s a curfew. From the windows of
the apartment we see the pools of blood where pedestrians were struck
down; some are still lying there, while attempts were made to rescue others,
but only at the outset, because rescue workers are also under fire, attested to
by a burned out ambulance, among other things. We also see a dead camera
team. Helicopters have been circling over the city for hours. Evidently, in
the interim, one of the terrorists has been killed, although the media are
still uncertain about this. Hundreds of police officers in bullet-proof gear
and mobilized military units have been deployed to the adjacent alleyways.
Meanwhile, several small tanks have taken up position in the pedestrian
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zone. For the time being the attackers are keeping quiet. Still, the air is filled
with smoke and the wailing of sirens, and we continue to hear the cries of
pain of those passersby who weren’t killed, just injured.
To make matters worse, today is supposed to be the hottest day of
the year, as the weather report has been predicting for days. Rain is expected to offer some relief toward evening or even overnight. At present there
are still no clouds in the sky.
Marianne has been in the kitchen for some time now, and I’ve
made myself comfortable on the sofa, only now and again venturing to the
windows to update her on the situation. Every so often I ask her whether
she needs a hand, but each time she replies that she’s fine, she’s got everything under control. I’m eager to see what she has planned.
For a while I watch a live webcast on Marianne’s tablet, even briefly
recognizing the building we’re in, but then I think to myself that this sort of
thing is absurd, that, come to think of it, I can experience the whole thing
first hand too, and so I turn away from the screen and stand at the windows
again, peering first at the roof and then at the façade of the building across
the way, and when I don’t see a sniper, I stick my head out. At this very
moment, one of the security personnel at the jewelry store opposite us does
the same thing, he sticks his head out the entrance for a few seconds, there’s
a bang, he collapses, more shots follow, smoke canisters are tossed by the
police into the middle of the pedestrian zone, obscuring the area, obviously
they want to rescue the man without being seen by the sharpshooters, a very
loud detonation then blows several of the windows on the other building to
smithereens, there are screams, further volleys, and all the while, incessantly,
the alarms of the fancy shops, which ultimately prompts me to close the
windows and draw the curtains, too.
“Are you sure you don’t need any help?” I call into the kitchen.
“Almost done, thanks!” is Marianne’s reply.
So I go to her tablet, connect it to the speakers, pick one of her
playlists, the first bars of Edward Elgar’s Enigma Variations Opus 36 ring
out, I turn up the volume so that the noise from outside is at least partially
drowned out, then I meander a little through the rooms of this spacious
apartment: high ceilings, everything generously appointed, primarily with
antique Chinese furniture, Oriental rugs, and Indian fabrics, wooden and
stone sculptures from South America, African tribal art, paintings by wellknown European and American modernists hanging everywhere, and at
least one entire wall of shelves in each room filled with books whose value
alone can be measured by their spines.
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Marianne has obviously prepared for this day well. “Voilà, here is
today’s menu,” I hear her voice just beside my ear and start a bit because
I didn’t hear her coming on account of the loud music. She hands me a
folded sheet of handmade paper. I open it and read the plan of the meal,
which, written in calligraphy, is more evocative of an old official state document or codex. The order of the courses is doubtless refined and unusual:
Chicken Consommé à l’impériale
Pâté à la Talleyrand
Omelette Tegetthoff
Beef Wellington
Bismarck Herring
Côtelette d’Agneau à la Nelson
Filet à la Colbert
Radetzky-Kipfel
Pudding à la Metternich
Esterhàzy torta
Accompanying these dishes are select white, red, and sparkling
wines, concluding with liqueur and coffee. Cigars are to be served.
“Not bad,” I say, whistling through my teeth in appreciation.
“You may take your seat,” Marianne says, disappearing into the
kitchen again, and I proceed to the salon, where the table has already been
set. Here, too, I have a quick gander through the windows, but nothing
about the situation has changed, except that paramilitary men seem to be involved in the whole fracas now too, because there are some masked figures
running about wearing fantasy uniforms, hooligans perhaps, I think.
And then Marianne is back with two champagne flutes, I thank her, we
smile and toast each other’s health. Marianne whispers the brand and vintage into my ear.
“Sublime,” I whisper back, and then we sit down at table and begin
the meal.
I am overcome. Each course of Marianne’s dinner seems to trump
the previous one. How she’s done it is a mystery to me, the dishes are
served at the ideal temperature, and my glass is always full, and there is just
the right amount of everything on one’s plate so that one never risks growing tired of the dish.
“I never even knew you were such a fantastic cook,” I say to Marianne in praise.
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“Neither did I,” she replies.
It’s between the last main course and the first dessert course that
I ask Marianne whether she hadn’t once told me that her father owned a
couple of rifles.
“Not just a couple,” she laughs, leading me into her parents’ bedroom and opening the drawer beneath the bed, and I glimpse a half dozen
hunting rifles, two of which I pick up.
“And the ammunition?” I ask.
“Here you go, everything’s full,” Marianne says and opens her
mother’s walk-in closet to hand me a Louis Vuitton suitcase.
“Thank you,” I reply, carrying the rifles and suitcase into the salon.
While Marianne fetches the Radetzky Kipfel from the kitchen, I inspect
both rifles. Before me are two 6.5x54mm Mannlich-Schönauer rifles of
premium Austrian manufacture in immaculate condition, and the shells in
the suitcase are even full metal jacket bullets. The music from the next room
has meanwhile switched to the second song from the Chansons madécasses
by Maurice Ravel.
As Marianne returns with the next two plates, I set the weapons
aside, and we continue eating leisurely, listening to the music. When we
arrive at the last dessert course, a stray bullet smashes through one of the
windows of the apartment and bores through a Franz Marc painting hanging above the table at which we are sitting. Amusingly, the projectile has
gone directly through the breast of the horse depicted in the painting. And
a minute later, another pane shatters, presumably a ricochet, and this time
the projectile pierces an Andy Warhol further to the left on the wall, one
from the series “Double Elvis.”
“What a strange coincidence,” I say, and Marianne nods.
She goes to the kitchen one more time and returns with a small
cup of coffee, which she sets before me on the table.
“Thanks,” I say, and sip it.
“With cardamom,” Marianne adds.
“But after this I really can’t manage another bite,” I say, groaning
and dabbing my lips with the napkin after the last sip of coffee.
“You won’t have to,” Marianne says, and at the same moment there
is an immense detonation out in the pedestrian zone, causing the window
panes to shatter inward, you can hear the sputtering of machine gun fire,
and grayish-black smoke pours into the rooms.
“Should I help you with dishes?” I ask Marianne.
“No, thank you, the cleaning lady can do them tomorrow,” she
replies.
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“As you wish,” I say, choosing a cigar from the box she offers me,
cutting it, and lighting it. After relishing a few drags, I arise, take the rifles
and shove five bullets into the drum magazine of each. Then, with one of
the two weapons in my hand, I look cautiously around the corner of the
window frame.
“Do you want to join me?” I ask, pointing at the second rifle.
“In a moment,” Marianne replies, “I’m just going to quickly wash
my hands,” and flits into the kitchen.
“I just realized,” I call after her, “I haven’t even asked you yet what
I owe you for the truly sumptuous meal.”
“Oh, it’s fine,” I hear her laughing from the kitchen, “I’ll bill you
later.”
“Fantastic,” I say, releasing the safety on the rifle.
In the end Marianne is standing on one side of the window frame
and I on the other, we’re looking down together at the horrific scene presenting itself to us almost submissively from below, we see the smoldering
grenade craters, the splintered shop windows, the corpses lying in pools
of blood as if in their appropriate sauce, the burning tanks and the frantic
police officers, we hear the shots and explosions and the screams and the
megaphone commands and the sirens and the helicopters, and a panicked
pigeon flies right past our window.
“Who goes first?” I ask Marianne.
“Me!” she cries, moving to the middle of the windowsill and opening fire. She is able to unload all five rounds before the policemen return
fire and, after reloading, three more before she falls dead beside me. A shot
to the head, I ascertain, in light of the brain matter sprayed onto my suit.
What beautiful hair she had, I think, then I take a deep breath, assume her
position in the window frame, place the gun stock against my right cheek,
aim precisely, and, with measured slowness, exhale.
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Xaver Bayer was born in Vienna in 1977. In addition to his many novels, he
has written plays, screenplays, and short story collections.
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Chloe plays dead
Rasmus’s habit of kissing me in the mornings could be sweet under
other circumstances.
Like if I weren’t there.
My resistance isn’t a sign that I lack love; but I don’t want anything
organic on my mouth in that hour in which I move from my dreams into the
day.
I just want my peace in the mornings, especially when I’ve woken
up around three in a hideous hotel room and fallen back asleep around seven.
I’m not sexual in the mornings, but for years Rasmus has kissed me without
noticing that I turn my head away, roll my eyes, or let my tongue hang out
of my mouth as if I’ve just expired. Rasmus kisses. I can’t imagine that it’s a
sign of his affection. He’s more likely following the same impulse that dogs
have when they pee against the same trees again. You have to believe me that
I’m not bothered by his person when he touches me, Frau Doktor, as you
examine my frigidity on a gynecological chair in the presence of six hundred
students. In the mornings, after waking from erotic dreams—in which I only
have encounters with strangers which make me nervous because I feel my
body temperature draining away completely in the dream from the shock that
something extraordinary gives you, like an air pocket on a plane—anyways, after feeling like that, I don’t want reality. I want to keep the dream alive, move
slowly, drink coffee. I want to kiss Rasmus on the cheek, hug him, feel happy
that he’s there, and I don’t want to be bothered by his genitals. They have
nothing to do with what connects us.
Rasmus begins to massage my neck. That means that he’s feeling
sexual, will ignore my lack of bodily reaction, and will stick his member into
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me, that body part that brings turmoil into our love. A little pain and the
overwhelming desire for coffee. I make sounds that I assume are arousing and
help to quickly end the exercise that we call making love. I have no idea what
else to call it, that thing we do at increasingly long intervals.
I understand why we do it. It’s part of the whole package. If you
ask someone single what they expect of a partner, they say passion, crazy sex.
With that they mean something reckless. Whips, parking lots, airplanes.
That, damn it, is what they told us, that couples have to have sex
to affirm their love. We might as well live alone if we’re not going to follow
through on the consequences of the biological calls of our genital organs.
The reality of peaceful cohabitation is disturbed by corny jokes about older
couples who have nothing to say to each other, films about sex in old age,
songs about people who eat the clothes off each others’ bodies. One can
never do justice to the demands that our fantasies make on sex.
We sense that we’re being controlled, that our thoughts are being
manipulated to preserve the sanctity of the family in its steadfast, death-defying purchasing power. We know that, make fun of it, and follow unwritten
laws that clearly contradict our bodily desires. I assume that we don’t want to
fuck. I think that no one who’s been with another person for ten years wants
to, but we conjoin, move our bodies to a universal beat. WE HAVE TO GO
THROUGH WITH IT. A few minutes every few weeks, more often on vacations, exceptional circumstances turn us into war victims: we’re doing it now,
we’re not gentle. We are quick, precise, silent. Strange, we’ve never laughed at
ourselves during sex. Or with each other. Or at all. We laugh a lot otherwise.
We hold each other so tightly and caress each other, we protect each other, so
why, why do we have to fuck as if we’re strangers.
Lentz helps Rasmus
If my member were bigger, it would look less ridiculous. I’m a Finn,
my skin is white, I have no hair on my body, and my cock is bent slightly
crooked, thin, tapering at the end. Chloe’s behind moves in waves. She makes
noises that are supposed to indicate faked enjoyment. I can immediately feel
myself growing soft. I escape into poetry. How fittingly Michael Lentz says it:
how you, whole bud, slip out of the bud
all noble-eyed, your gaze ennobles me
I drive driving senses back
you a green leaf
I a white leaf
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so fill me…
These words grow, fill me up. I explode. Thanks, Lentz.
Under the shower—the personnel told me that this was a rainforest
shower, which means that it dribbles quietly—I grow sad, like I usually do
after intercourse. Sex, our death zone. No man’s land. Minefield. In which a
sweet pair of cubs becomes serious and adult. The proper actions with stupid
faces. Awkward silences, ridiculous organs in bad lighting. How is that supposed to work in a relationship that’s almost monozygotic? In which you can
tell the other’s mood by their breathing? Every bodily state, every change in
the heartbeat, how is that supposed to work—to love, get to know each other,
and go hog wild, crazy in lust. When it still hadn’t happened, three years after
we’d met, I would sit in the bathroom at night and cry. Because I thought that
everything would have to start over again: breaking up, searching for a new
partner who gets me hard and horny, all that shit.
Back then, I chose love over sex. The triumph of reason over desire.
Nowadays, we have sex when I’m hard in the mornings, because my bladder is
pressing on my prostate.
Rasmus thinks about children after sex
I often wish that we had a child. Born when I still had hope, grown
up in the euphoria of our early years. The child could bathe in the sea. We’d
have a shag and have something to deal with afterwards. Not my failing, but:
the child. What does our child do? Shouldn’t we travel to some interesting
cultural spots now? And then we’d sit in one of those uncomfortable wagons,
gaze at monasteries and temples, and tell the child about our ideas of extinct
cultures. We’d say: “Look at those old ruins, that was a great civilization. And
in two hundred years happy families will stand in front of the ruins of our exposed concrete apartment, just as we’re standing in front of these ruins.” The
child would fly into a proper panic and ask, “Why will we have gone extinct?”
I’d talk about degeneracy, greed, stupidity. Myself excepted. The child would
be scared and sleep under the bed every night until puberty.
Ten years ago, I still believed that my big break was coming. I was
in love with Chloe, felt that my private life was taken care of with her, wasn’t
home a lot. What would I have done with a child? Nowadays, Chloe feels too
old. I feel like she’s lying. She’s not in menopause yet, I’d have noticed that.
Then why?
Chloe would be a wonderful mother. She has a sense of humor;
she’s not one of those women who lecture their children in shrill voices, grab
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their arms, or say things like, “Torben, I don’t want you to play with that dead
pigeon, that’s unhygienic.” I wouldn’t be the father who would have to shoot
Torben later, masking the whole thing as a hunting accident, because I pushed
the sensitive child to debone a deer when he was six. I’d be a comrade. I’d
welcome his homosexuality and have open, nonjudgmental conversations
with him.
Chloe doesn’t want my child. Perhaps primarily because she’s disappointed in me. Perhaps primarily because she doesn’t trust me to feed a family. She’s not wrong to think that.
Chloe thinks of Rasmus’s mother
Often, after sex, I randomly think of Rasmus’s completely liberated
mother, who left Finland a long time ago, but lacking an interesting illness like
ADHD or herpes, insists on her immigrant status as a marker to distinguish
her from the other six billion. She cements being thrown into a strange world
with a light lisp, peasant blouses that presumably no one actually wears in
Finland, a complete edition of Kaurismäki’s films and by dreamily listening
to Finnish tangos. Even Rasmus often explains his bad habits by referring
back to the breadth of Lapland, although as far as I know, that’s not where
Helsinki is. When it seems like I’ve gone to sleep at night, he turns on the
air conditioner. On the highest setting. Owing to his ancestors’ inability to
perceive the cold.
Rasmus has showered and has rubbed his body with sunscreen: his
white body, whose middle already betrays his age, the body with which he
will lie in a coffin one day, a thought that brings me to tears on vulnerable
days. Thanks to his white-skinned ancestors, Rasmus doesn’t tan. Of course
not. He wears his straw hat, which can still be read as an outdated reference
to youth culture in larger cities; but here, in conjunction with the rest of his
appearance, he looks like a tourist with a silly hat. Rasmus’s glasses are big and
have black rims. I was relieved that he finally needed a little correction and
that the glasses weren’t made of plain glass anymore. Idiosyncrasies for which
I would judge other people don’t matter when it comes to Rasmus. I notice
them, make fun of them, but nothing bothers me. Luck, chemistry, or wisdom? Maybe you can grow used to someone and love him for the fact that he
puts up with you. Overcoming strangeness and becoming familiar, that’s the
wisdom that only we possess. I often think that when I follow the breakups
in our circle of friends from my moral high ground. We’ve won the lottery;
we’ve got the secret; or maybe we’re just smarter than the others.
Our small morning disturbance is forgotten, we’ll get through this
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crisis. Only a few more weeks, then we’ll think of a reason why Rasmus’s
mission here has failed and will travel home. There, we can do everything
differently. Maybe I can go back to school. My eyes grow glassy. Or maybe we
can open a store together; the coffee is dripping out of my half-open mouth.
Above all, we need to get Rasmus’s mother out of our lives. And we have to
abandon this sad backwater at all costs. I have the damned feeling that something terrible will happen to us here.
Chloe leaves
I can’t stay for another second in this hotel room, examine the old
mattresses, the carpets that reek of desperation, the curtains that are half
ripped-down. If I stay here for another second, with Rasmus on the bed, lying
stiffly next to him, my head will be torn from my neck with a soft sound, my
body will split apart in the middle, I’ll scream and never stop.
I need some distance, I say.
Relief is immediate. I almost stumble out of the room, out of life,
out of responsibility. I stop at the front desk, order a taxi, and fear that Rasmus will show up and beg me to stay. I can’t do that now. Can’t speak, can’t
think, can’t stay. Something’s burst, and I have to stuff my organs back into
my stomach cavity. I let myself be driven into town. I’m not thinking. Later.
Later.
Rasmus throws up
She’s been gone for three days now. Or four? I marked the day of
her departure on my phone; I don’t care about the rest. I’m serving my time.
I almost enjoy watching myself serve it. I’m not eating anymore. Drinking
alcohol and water. During the night I had a strange dream, so sharp it felt real.
I saw Chloe lying on the stomach of another man. I got up and had to vomit.
Chloe looks out the window
I was in the taxi and told the driver, “Start driving, quickly.” He
didn’t understand me—these foreigners can never speak German—and rolled
by Benny at a leisurely pace. Benny was looking at me. With great disappointment, hands hanging, body collapsed. I had the feeling that my hair dye was
running down my face. It was only sweat. I’m not even allowed to find myself
ridiculous. Or embarrassing. It’s the norm today, with yuppies, to feel embarrassed for others. They call it second-hand shame and forget how ridiculous
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they are when they’re on the toilet.
I barely acknowledge Rasmus in the hundred hours of our flight, I
can’t touch him, hear him breathe, everything about him is wrong. He isn’t
Benny, but it’s not his fault. I’m too unhappy to feel pity, too weak to feign a
gesture of tenderness. Twenty years. What did we do in this long delusion, all
this time.
One of the lights down there belongs to Benny. I want to jump out
of the plane to be with him. I can’t sleep.
Chloe is beside herself
It’s two a.m., there’s an imaginary second hand ticking away. Backache. Fucking age. Fucking sofa. Fucking second hand. Not having ticking
clocks anymore drives people my age crazy. Our watches are on our cell
phones. Noiseless. We make the noise in our heads. Count along, miscount.
Drive ourselves crazy. Jump out the window.
My tracksuit is merging with my body, my black hair has gone gray.
It might be time to return to my life.
My horror at the fleeting thought that I might wash, knock on the
bedroom door, quietly lie down next to Rasmus, caress his face, and have
breakfast in bed with him and our electronics in the morning, swells into
a fanfare of terror at the beep of a text message. At once, my breathing
changes. Veins I didn’t know I had begin to pulse, my heart beat changes
unpleasantly.
I MISS YOU.
I kiss the phone and think—did I really just kiss the phone? And
stop thinking, and look at the words, the phone number, I can’t breathe. I’m
shaking. I answer.
I miss you too.
What can we do?
I can’t sleep anymore.
I can’t live without you anymore.
I can’t come to you.
I can come to you.
For reasons unclear to me, I’m sitting in front of the sofa. Maybe I
need the ground to hold me. Listen, this is a life, not a circus performance,
miracles aren’t provided for. No bleeding Madonnas, no winning the lottery,
no prizes, no hidden treasure. The one you want never comes with flowers in
the night, leans a ladder against your window, swims across an ocean. All that
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happens in our lives is the petty, boring, expected stuff, and miracles—there
are no miracles, I think, and write, Come!
Rasmus gazes into a dark pit
Benny’s coming. Says Chloe. She looks like something you might
find under the garbage can, her eyes are gleaming. Fever? Delusion?
I have a day of screeching idiots behind me and I don’t feel like going home. I open my door every evening only because of the lack of another
option, and my constant hope that this zombie might disappear from my
house and Chloe might return.
So now Benny’s coming.
“Who the fuck is Benny?” I ask.
Something about the question makes Chloe aggressive. Presumably
the fuck.
I can’t live without him anymore. It’s HIS fault that I can’t sleep
or eat, and if you tell me to go, I’ll go, and I won’t come back. Says Chloe
aggressively, as I mentioned, and I try to understand everything. So the fuck
seems appropriate. Chloe has a fucker, and he’s coming? She’s expecting me
to let her live here with her fucker? She had a fucker? She wasn’t thinking
about her fucking menopause; she was in bed with some foreigner.
I can’t look at Chloe. It would make me damned nauseous. Well,
I’m already nauseous. The next thing would be to throw up. Cramps. Shock.
I sit down. This information is too much for me. What’s she imagining? That
the three of us have a relationship? That we lie together in our marriage bed?
That Benny sleeps in Mother’s room? How exactly do you picture this, and
where do you see me in this constellation? So – where am I in this? I ask, having become forbearing through my daily dealings with complete idiots.
I have no idea, all I know is that I don’t want to lose you and need to
see Benny. I have to figure it out for myself. D’you understand?
I nod. I don’t get it at all, I’m looking at Chloe’s avatar, I can’t recognize her hair or her smell; her gestures and facial expressions are unfamiliar.
To see her like this is like hearing an old song that gave you a deep feeling
at some point, but you can’t remember what it was anymore. I know that I
was happy with Chloe, but what did that feel like? And why can’t I touch her
anymore? What can make another person so unfamiliar in such a short time?
I have the right to be happy. Says Chloe. And the sentence is so
dumb that I can’t think of an answer. Does this right to be happy, as she calls
it, include my unhappiness, or completely ignoring me? I’m so overwhelmed
with the desire to smash something on Chloe’s head that my hands are shak-
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ing.
I imagine her lying dead in front of me. A pretty picture. Or, the
cowardly alternative, that she packs her things and disappears forever from
my apartment, my mother’s apartment.
This new picture … needs some getting used to. No, it’s awful. The
pain hits me with such force that I can’t breathe anymore. I have to be alone
for a moment, I say, and go into the bedroom, to be alone.
I try to imagine Chloe’s absence. A teddy bear that I would put
on her pillow, stroke every evening; breakfast alone at the kitchen table. My
mother would be in front of the door with a van full of furniture the day
after Chloe’s departure. I don’t want that. I don’t want to start over again, sit
in bars when I’m almost fifty, chat up prostitutes, go to brothels and wait for
an erection which won’t even happen despite the allure of a stranger; spend
nights with Mother in front of the television; then a women named Ursula
who was a librarian. I’ll go feed the swans with Ursula and ask myself why she
wears such tight knit dresses over her fat ass, and tight boots on her clubshaped legs. I can’t take it, I can’t do it.
Yes, he can come, I shout over to Chloe, and hope that I sound
confident.
Rasmus and Chloe in bed
Chloe is lying in bed next to me for the first time in two weeks. Next
to bringing a lover into the house, her ridiculous attempt at gratitude is the
most brutal thing she could do to me. The person who’s been with me for
twenty years, has been warm to me, with all her silly, tired talk, watched TV
with her head on me, put her cold feet on me, stares intently at the ceiling, is
careful not to touch me. I barely dare to look at her, afraid I’ll get angry and
suffocate her with the pillow. I barely dare to breathe so as not to disturb her
in her anticipation. I’m too cowardly to jump out the window.
Rasmus looks at the clock
In two and a half hours, Chloe’s new boyfriend will land in my—I
pause at the word “my”—city, and I am trying to picture him. Gelled hair and
lots of body hair. Bigger than me, especially in the genital area. With his massive, circumcised penis and taut round balls, he’ll have brought Chloe to the
orgasms that I could never give her.
I wasn’t made to arouse Chloe. From the very beginning there was a
strange imbalance in our desire, our want of each other, which exists in most
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relationships. But these feelings often turn around or balance themselves
out with time. With us, Chloe always stayed on top. She was always the one I
didn’t deserve. Chloe never desired me. I didn’t find it important, she kept my
interest all these years through the slight indifference with which she treated
me from the very first day. Chloe was never jealous. She never controlled me,
and she never wanted to talk about her feelings with me. How I’ve always
hated that trait of Western women, the tendency to analyze the ego, the
constant, noisy need to orient oneself in the world, with neither the humor
nor the intelligence to look at oneself as a ridiculous creature from which
something is constantly escaping.
Chloe never faked passion, and I loved her the more for it. I tried
even harder. But I’m not a good lover. Like everyone in my generation, I was
guided by porn. No woman ever complained. But that might be because,
apart from Chloe, I only had actresses. Actually, just three actresses, at the
height of my career. My certainty that women are put in the world to supply care, warmth, and sexual servitude grew in proportion to my failures and
the resulting lack of opportunities for unfaithfulness. In all the moments
I sized women up, looked at the way they aged, and was repulsed by their
smell—without looking at myself critically—I longed for Chloe. Presumably
everything that is doubtlessly done to women—violence, abuse, marginalization—is based on the broken honor of rejected men.
Men like me, sitting cluelessly on the toilet in front of a mirror.
There are my feet again, which are growing into an obsession, their
inner sides full of blue veins that look unfamiliar to me; my slightly too-thin
legs; the stomach covering my penis; my chest with a few gray hears; a double
chin. When the bell rings, I go to the door, wrapping the towel around my
hips that I’ve laid out for this purpose.
Hi, I’m Carmen, says the woman, who probably is named Jessica.
Carmen is around sixty and hasn’t aged well. She’s wearing an azurecolored ensemble in a leopard print, feather earrings, and golden bracelets
on very brown wrists. Her hair is irritatingly blue-black, her skin too dark.
The sharp, sour smell of tanning lotion. Blue contact lenses, eyes too small.
An unattractive person. That’s what I would look like if I were a woman
and a prostitute. I suddenly have no desire to stick anything whatsoever into
this woman. But for shamefully simple reasons, I just want to humiliate a
woman. I think of Chloe, who’s running around the airport right now and
reapplying her lipstick, and I invite the woman into my apartment. Hi, I’m
Carmen, says Carmen again, she’s probably also senile. Carmen, who’s from
a family of small-town drunks. East Westphalia? Abusive father, victimized
mother, maybe she let herself be beaten. Fuck it, I know everything about
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the pathological disposition of women who prostitute themselves, even those
who claim to enjoy doing so, but honestly, I don’t care. Prostitution doesn’t
confuse me, I don’t see the difference between a bad actress sucking my cock
and Carmen. The woman—well, at least I hope she’s one—is sitting on our
marriage bed and, in this room decorated completely according to bourgeois
standards, looks like a seashell-studded box embossed with the name of a
vacation resort. Everything’s just right: the Bauhaus furniture, the fur rug, the
original print, the lamps, the Alfred Roth bed, and on it, naked, Carmen. She’s
smiling, open lips, too-small teeth, too much gum showing, which is a sign
of malnutrition, so my guess concerning her terrible parental circumstances
is right. She has a little bit of red lipstick on a too-small incisor. Can you pay
up front? Sure, I can pay her up front, she stashes the money, takes off my
towel, and holds my penis in her hand. I hadn’t remembered it so small and
white. Maybe it lost a few centimeters today. Carmen takes it in her mouth;
the penis is scared. She does her thing well in light of the circumstances.
Slowly, it grows; I close my eyes and try to imagine a beautiful woman, but
Chloe’s picture keeps blotting out images of long-legged, plump-assed young
models, the erection threatens to collapse every time. The visualization isn’t
working, so I look at Carmen and her gold bracelets—gold leaf ? tin? honestly
fucked for?—tinkling rhythmically, she’s using a little too much spit, and now,
from above, along with her slightly too-fat stomach and still quite beautiful
legs, I see some grey in her dyed hair. It makes me horny, to know that such
a bruised creature is sucking on me. I bought you, you old bug, I think, and
I get hard. One of my most solid erections in a long time. Carmen runs her
tongue along my glans and suddenly sticks a finger in my ass. I ejaculate into
the void. That is to say, into Carmen’s mouth. I look at the clock. I think
Chloe’s lover is landing exactly now.
Chloe confronts her domestic situation
How can you describe the effects of a flu, or the delirium of hormones. Shivering, feverish, voice too high, body burning. Love is the only
state that allows us to forget our mortality. People smarter than me achieve
this through working obsessively, creating art. I could never do that. I never
had a talent.
Or—I was too lazy to look for it.
With every step, I look back at Benny. He might have disappeared. I
could be completely insane, and he might never have existed.
But he’s there. HE looks at me as if I were something shining very
brightly.
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I don’t hesitate to open the door, there’s no fearful pause, I’m not
ashamed of confronting my husband. There’s no one you can care less about
than someone who stands in the way of your new passion.
The apartment is quiet. A brief moment of hope. Maybe Rasmus
has moved in with his mother. Or gone to a bar, or simply dissolved. I don’t
care about anyone apart from Benny. But I’m not even interested in him. Interested is the wrong word. I can’t think of words. Just sounds. We’re standing
in the hallway, the TV is on. I didn’t even know that we had a TV. That’s your
husband, right? asks Benny and doesn’t seem worried despite his open fly;
obviously he must have been in stranger situations. He’s carrying a sailcloth
bag, seems up for anything and ready for a new adventure. Rasmus doesn’t
turn around. The back of his head makes me furious. There’s a talent show
on the TV of whose presence I was unaware. A fat boy, who probably grew
up in his father’s cellar, is singing Ave Maria. A man who looks like a shredded
sponge, apparently part of the jury, passes judgment in the typically smart-ass,
offended manner of a stereotypical German: We have to ask ourselves why
you chose this song, it doesn’t fit your voice at all. If you know the history
of the Ave Maria… Benny walks over to Rasmus, offers him his hand, calmly
ignores the refusal of the gesture, and sits down next to Rasmus.
Rasmus is wearing an undershirt that he’s obviously acquired for just
this moment. His legs have never been spread this far apart; his muscles tense
when he lifts the beer bottle to his mouth. Where’s your visitor going to sleep,
asks Rasmus, continuing to stare at the TV. I don’t know how to behave in
situations like this, it’s not like you’re taught that anywhere. I escape into the
bathroom, wipe the sperm off my legs. In the living room, Benny is talking
about otters. Outside, snow is falling. I notice now that the window is open
and that a small, white heap is gathering on the swept cement floor.
Rasmus looks at the snow
Snow is falling into the apartment. The window’s open, I hope you
idiots freeze so that you feel like me. I hope that the snow will spread in the
bedroom and bury me beneath it, so that it’s quiet and I don’t have to hear my
wife’s giggling. She’s lying on my sofa with her friend. She’s been giggling for
an hour, and I’m absolutely helpless with rage. Every time I look away from
the snow on the floor, I see her smashed head in front of me.
What can I distract myself with? What? I need to focus. I or something in me possibly linked to a demon bellows, “I need to work tomorrow,
shut up!” After that, it’s quiet.
I feel better. I imagine booting the pair, naked, as I assume they are,
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off the sofa and out into the street. I could do it if I were someone else. I sit
up. Button my pajama top and stand behind the door. Shortly, shortly I’ll rip it
open and drag him out of the apartment, he’ll fall, I’ll drag him along behind
me by one arm, his face will be cut open on the cement, a trail of blood, a
kick in the ass, the neighbors, good young leftists, will open their apartment
doors in astonishment, they haven’t seen this much action in years. After the
man it’s Chloe’s turn, covering her breasts, shivering, I have no pity, beat her
head against the stairwell wall a few times, she slides down to the ground, half
unconscious.
Rasmus at three in the morning
That giggling from outside. Whispering and giggling. As if I were
the father, and Chloe, my daughter, had her high school boyfriend in bed for
the first time. But she’s only my wife.
Well, maybe we should rethink the concept of marriage. What
speaks against letting this person, to whom I’m not related, have a little fun?
Does she belong to me because we signed a piece of paper? Do we belong to
each other, and does that mean we have to torment each other, even when we
don’t feel like it? Doesn’t marriage inevitably mean the end of all feeling?
Chloe isn’t just stronger and better-looking than me, she’s smarter,
too. The only reason that women don’t rule the world already is their laziness.
Most of the women I know are too lazy to even finish a thought. And they’re
always a little insulted because they sense that they could have done more
than become the wives of mediocre assholes. They hide their cleverness behind esoteric bullshit, they waste their energy through their disgusting desire
to please. And then they fall asleep.
But she delights this body of mine,
That she loves, that loves her too,
As it delights you too, my wife!
And then she also has my soul —
Richard Dehmel’s wondrous lines come to me all of a sudden. A
poet who was unjustly and completely forgotten.
Just like me.
Me. The one who sits in bed with his head leaning against the wall
and listens to his wife and her lover. Agitation and anger have taken my bodily
functions to the extremes of their capabilities to the point that I fear a heart
attack. Breathe in. Breathe out. Distract yourself. Remind yourself of conver-
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sations with dumb women, whose words have buried themselves deep in your
memory. Like the lyrics of bad pop songs.
“I have these incredible blocks that prevent me from putting all my
energy into life. I have to find out where they come from. What traumatized
me. That’s why I’m going to hypnosis, to work on it. Speaking of which, you
should really be more open to things. All you ever do is work.”
You can only answer that with a Mauser. They relax while we work,
send us off to the front while they polish their fingernails, read books, watch
shows on the Arte channel, and talk nonsense. This damned habit of laying
every little spasm, every little feeling on the table and talking endlessly about it
until there’s nothing left.
As much as I try to develop a hatred for Chloe, find her repulsive,
or place the last twenty years in question, I can’t. There’s no alternative. The
thought of turning to another woman—just so as not to be alone—is horrible. Without noticing, I’ve hit the back of my head against the wall, and now
a trickle of blood is running down by my ear, along my Adam’s apple.

THE DAY MY WIFE FOUND A HUSBAND
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In his early fifties, Antonius, the narrator of the first part of this
novel, is at odds with the world and on a quest to do things that
don't make sense. He spends his time checking the trash and recycling bins where he lives, making sure that everything ends up in
the correct container. One day he finds a notebook in the wrong bin.
It is full of thoughts and feelings jotted down by Renate, a middleaged woman who recently lost her husband and dreams of disappearing from her monotonous life. Antonius reads the notes and
begins to imagine a friendship between them.
This is the present: a hopeless jumble. The past wasn't much better;
it only seems tidier in hindsight. The second part of the book takes
place in Berlin just after the fall of the Wall and involves a constellation of characters whose connections to one another and to those
introduced in the first part gradually come to light. Back then they
had to actively fight for their place in the world: they got caught up
in the search for a lost book; they fell in love (and out of it); their
family members were murdered as empires fell. It too was a time of
chaos. And where has it all led? Hanika's novel cleverly and humorously illustrates how our past might be as urgent as our unknown
future.
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Part One
Confusion (The Present)

Intending to live a genuine, honest, and therefore fulfilling life, Antonius
had made the following resolutions:
• Visit shopping centers to reinforce misanthropy; however, be
prepared for detours to avoid sight of the Alexa Mall. Walk through
town with eyes open. Keep list of city’s ugliest buildings (purpose
still unclear).
• Never take arms off table while eating. Always hold fork with three
fingers, immediately aft of the tines; do not raise fork to mouth but
bend mouth down to fork. Hold spoon in same way, knife by the
blade. Slurp soup (only in company).
• Chew gum with mouth open (ditto in company).
• Keep home trash cans emptied; also clean up all public spaces
(model: neatly dressed older man in the streetcar who took barbeque
tongs and a plastic bag out of his briefcase, picked up a plastic cup,
and put it into the plastic bag. A child had been playing soccer with
the cup and the man went into action only after the child had exited
the streetcar).
• No hypocritical embarrassment at being so self-centered; instead,
flaunt it by insisting on more talk about yourself (model: joke about
the actor who says, “But I’ve been talking about myself the whole
time; now let’s hear what you think of me!”).
• Talk about others only when direct connection can be established
with yourself: “my friend,” “my teacher,” etc. When necessary
to talk about complete strangers, then “Soandso whom I really
respect” or “the adorable Blablabla,” etc. Refer to support staff as
“my barber,” “my dentist,” etc. However, “my mother” only with a
dismissive, apologetic smile to make clear that “my mother” is an
utterly impossible figure whose steadfast love makes her inherently
ridiculous and impossible to take seriously. In response to anything
people tell you, say you learned about that long ago and it has been,
and will continue to be, of enormous importance in your life.
• Laugh only at your own jokes. Permit mirth only on your own terms.
Allow others to laugh only at your jokes. However, if they try to tell
one of their own, do not laugh at all but respond with something
serious, something that will sound like a rebuke. In this way, protect
yourself against others being impertinent enough to think they’re
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funny or have the right to spread mirth.
At the very time he was absorbed in formulating these resolutions, he
happened to reach the end of Turmstrasse in the Moabit neighborhood—not
the end where the courthouse is, but the other end—while looking for the
Lebanese bakery. There, within the space of five minutes, he saw three people
wearing t-shirts with the following messages:
• Fuck you / I have enough friends (across the chest)
• Get lost (across the back)
• Police (also across the back, but of a real policeman and part of his
uniform) (Policemen in t-shirts!)
He realized that he was following a general trend and found himself in
the midst of social discourse. This gave him a cozy feeling of satisfaction.
The idea for these resolutions had come to him once when he was
visiting his sister and accidentally spilled half a cup of coffee with milk on her
new carpet. She rushed cursing into the kitchen and he followed. And while
she was wetting a rag under the faucet, he said he’d like a cup of tea after all,
and would she make him one when she was done cleaning the carpet? He’d
said it quite spontaneously and later realized that he’d already begun to behave
according to his resolutions and what he’d done was thus right. Even before
he’d formulated them, this way of acting had become the lodestar of his life.
He felt at peace with himself. It went something like this:
The mother is lying on the couch reading the paper. The child is
playing in the kitchen, where the father is cooking. The grandmother
is sitting in the tavern playing cards, while the grandfather is making
the living room into a dining room.
But that’s not really the way Antonius wanted to be. He’d only drawn up
these resolutions out of loathing for the world, after having discovered that
that was the way everybody else acted, and since he didn’t understand how
they could, he had to make a special effort to do it too. He thought perhaps
he could protect himself from other people’s intrusive demands by mirroring
them, by simply turning them around. His good intentions were an act of
self-defense and in the end, shared the fate of all good intentions, namely, to
be strictly not followed, but only sometimes to give rise to a melancholy smile
(but at least not a bad conscience).
Both to accelerate the process of getting to know each other and to
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make their friendship a profound one, he told Antonina about his good
resolutions. Antonina found them very interesting and very good. She said
she wanted to adopt them herself, and already they felt that much closer to
each other. But it didn’t bother them, for neither of them had problems with
distance and closeness.
Background information
His good intentions were only part of a much larger resolution to do
nothing but pointless things.
Further background information
He was very familiar with the Russian genius Daniil Kharms—that is,
with his work, of course. But you can’t exactly say that either, so let’s try this:
at some point in his life, Antonius had certainly made the acquaintance with
a part of the part of Kharms’s work that had been translated into German
and was / has been / had been published. But that had no direct influence on
the important decisions about his life, for when he made them, he didn’t do
it in the consciousness that he was familiar with Daniil Kharms’s work. He
was not particularly conscious of this familiarity when he gave up working
(and thus his job, making it available to a person who didn’t mind being
remunerated for obeying someone else’s orders). Having decided not to do
anything meaningful from then on, however, Antonius had clearly realized
that if he was really serious about it, the first thing he had to do was stop
earning money, because in the social circumstances in which he lived, that was
considered the most meaningful activity of all.
For money one could have everything one needed to live.
Everything one needed to live, one could have for money.
Whatever one needed to live, it could all be had for money.
For money was to be had everything one needed to live.
For money and only for money?
What did one need to live? Everything?
Everything or money.
Antonius, however, wanted everything except money. For he really
had enough of that already.
Homage to Daniil Kharms
Antonius would have liked to be able to raise his right leg—stretched
straight out to the very tips of his toes and simultaneously rotated sideways
as far as possible—to the height of his forehead, while his left foot was also
rotated sideways but his left leg was anchored as firmly as an old birch tree
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and his arms were gracefully spread. But he never succeeded, no matter how
many times he tried. The fact that it didn’t work the first time he could accept.
“Practice makes perfect,” he thought. But he still couldn’t do it after five
tries; no, every time he tried, he swayed like a young birch tree in a storm and
almost fell over. And his right leg barely made it above his waist.
Furious, he traveled to the sea to try it there, but discovered that the
exercise was even less successful on the beach sand than on the sprung floor
of the ballet school, which is why he returned home even more furious (if
possible!).
He told Antonina, who didn’t want to believe it, that the beach resort of
Heringsdorf was a shithole.
To console him on the one hand and reproach him on the other, she
pointed out that, after all, very few people were able to raise their right leg—
stretched straight out to the very tips of their toes and simultaneously rotated
sideways as far as possible—to the height of their forehead, to say nothing of
what the rest of their body was supposed to be doing at the same time. She
told him he shouldn’t watch the other students in the ballet school so much,
End of the homage to Daniil Kharms
and instead, enjoy how his muscles vibrated and hurt during the exercises at
the bar. It was a good piece of advice, but this reproachful consolation, this
consoling reproach
naturally did
NOT
please Antonius,
and he put his leg in a cast.
And now that it’s in plaster,
it can’t go any faster.
“And that’ll teach it!” said he.
Assignment:
a) What will that teach it? And what is “that” anyway?
b) Why does anyone talk about a part of their own body as “it”? To what
extent does such talk follow the rules of grammar and life experience?
c) Given the weight of the right leg of an adult male of average height
and weight, how many rolls of plaster bandage do you need to immobilize
/ decommission the leg? How much force is necessary to raise the leg in its
plaster cast so that its foot reaches the height of the average male’s forehead,
in this case approx. 6 feet above the ground?
as we get older and stop making sense
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Antonius wasn’t his real name; ditto for Antonina. (Moreover, it must
be said that in reality there was no Antonina; Antonius had thought her
up once when—strangely enough—he was suffering acutely from being
completely alone, although that’s exactly what he’d chosen for himself after
a long stretch of never being alone and suffering acutely from it.) (Until her
early death, there hadn’t been a Magelone either.) They had given themselves
these names because they didn’t like the names their parents gave them. They
thought they weren’t up-to-date enough; they didn’t like it that people could
tell immediately how old the names—and thus the bearers of those names—
were. With their new names, however, not only didn’t they feel as old as they
were (which wouldn’t have been unusual, since nobody over thirty does), they
felt timeless. And there was something else, too.
Antonius’s real name was Manfred and Antonina’s was Renate. (In real
reality, his name was and always had been Antonius, since that’s the name
his parents gave him, but he imagined that he had been embarrassed by it in
his childhood and youth and had wished to be called Manfred; he imagined
that back then, he had imagined that it would make his life easier.) When
Manfred decided to be Antonius from then on, Renate said that in that case,
she wanted to change her name too. They both thought it was a good idea
and what they especially liked was giving themselves names that showed they
belonged together. Manfred said he thought “Antonius” sounded better than
“Anton.” It had a fuller sound and in addition was both funnier and more
serious – funnier and more serious than “Anton,” that is. It was an unusual
effect he had never noticed with any other name. As he thought about it,
however, other, similar names occurred to him: first the classic “Otto,” then
“Hans” (Arrivederci, Hans. / Thanks for the lovely dance), then (oh please
can’t we dance another dance or two), but then he couldn’t (there’s no one
who can dance as well as you), but then he couldn’t think of any more
names like that. Anyway, it didn’t matter a bit because the only name that was
important was the one he had chosen and that had occurred to him all by
itself, without his ever having heard of someone named Antonius (because
he was the only one he knew). And so he was the only one (i.e., also in real
reality).
“Antonina,” on the other hand, was a name Renate had very definitely
heard before, namely, at a time when she was interested in Isaac Babel. It
was a Russian name. Babel’s widow, Antonina Pirozhkova, had published a
volume of memoirs about her husband with the title At His Side: The Last
Years of Isaac Babel. Renate thought the name went perfectly with “Antonius.”
“Antonia” would have gone with “Anton” and Renate actually liked it better
than the Russian variation because it was easier to pronounce, but since now
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it was very important to emphasize her commonality with Manfred alias
Antonius (or Antonius alias Manfred), “Antonina”—which not only had
the same number of syllables but was also almost more clearly syllabified
than “Antonius”—was better than “Antonia.” Although “Antonina” was a
bit cumbersome to pronounce, there was something exotic about it, which
added to its value. The exotic thing about Manfred’s new (old) (actual) name
was—depending on how you looked at it—its elegant erudition or its erudite
elegance.
“I mean, we always wear the same anoraks,” Renate had said. “The sizes
are just different and one’s styled for women and one for men, but they’re
from the same company and almost the same color. Why not have such
practically identical names too?” Yes, why not?
“Seems really logical to me,” Renate had said.
“Me too,” Antonius had answered.
And so it was that they both changed their names.
To be sure, they didn’t tell their friends or the county clerk’s office about
it, since the names were meant only for them and nobody else. Because they
belonged together and neither of them wanted to be with anyone else as
much as with each other. And when they called each other by name, it was
never as if they were calling each other, but themselves, and they liked that.
(It must be said, however, that neither one actually had any friends they would
have been able to or obliged to or would have wanted to tell.)
Background Information
Since this nonsense was no homage to Daniil Kharms but more like an
insult to his memory, such a fuss and bother was only briefly able to serve
Antonius as a lodestar, very very briefly, actually only as long as an idea lasts,
thus only as long as it takes for an idea to collide with reality and be destroyed
in the process. In other words, he immediately abandoned this fuss and
bother the second it had flashed through his brain during the endless hours
he spent on the Internet. And he did the same with Antonina.

***
The telephone rang.
Antonius ∞ Gabriele
The telephone rang again.
Then a third time.
Before it could ring a fourth time, however, he had already gotten there,
picked up the receiver, and pressed it to his ear the right way around, so that
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the party on the other end of the connection could hear him shout “Hello?!”
It was a female party, namely “It’s me,” whereupon he continued to shout,
“Sorry I knew you were calling but I was just distracted that’s why I didn’t
right away because I was in the other room I was on the sofa I was just
distracted.” “No problem,” said Gabriele. “Don’t shout so loud. I can hear
you fine,” and so the appropriate tone for this conversation had been struck.
It was always the same.
Gabriele began the conversation by pointing out that his father’s seventyfifth birthday was coming up soon.
“Oh jeez,” said Adrian.
“What’s that supposed to mean?” asked Gabriele.
“I dunno, just what it says. It means ‘oh jeez.’”
“There’s going to be a big party,” said Gabriele.
“Of course,” said Adrian. Then he repeated, “Oh jeez.”
“Yeah, OK, got it,” his wife answered, not in a friendly voice. Then came
a pause, because in reality, they didn’t have a thing to say to each other. It’s
true that Adrian hadn’t left Gabriele, he’d left the life he had lived with—no,
not with, but next to—her. But seen from the outside, it made no difference.
For since that was exactly the life she was a part of, of course he had left her
too.
Oh jeez.
Then he said “Hey . . .” and right away, paused.
“Yes?” she asked.”What?”
“Hey,” he made a fresh start, “how’re you doing anyway?”
“How am I doing?”
“Yeah.”
“You want to know how I’m doing.”
“Yeah. What’re you up to? What’re you interested in?”
“Wow” was all she said. She’s probably thinking it over, Antonius
thought, and waited patiently for the answer. Long pauses didn’t bother him,
they never had. He didn’t care if nobody said anything. After all, who knew
better than he how hard it was to say something when you actually don’t want
to say anything at all. Finally—and as expected—she started talking again.
“You know what,” she said, “that’s no way to talk to a friend. Quizzing
them. That’s not a conversation, it’s an interrogation. It’s no way to talk.”
Adrian thought it was an unusual answer, and saw immediately that
it was totally justified. He didn’t apologize, however, because he’d never
apologized for anything in his life; he a) had no idea how to do it, and b)
hadn’t the foggiest notion on which occasions or for what you were supposed
to apologize. Or even were obliged to apologize. Instead, although it sounded
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like he was lecturing her, he asked:
“If that’s no way to talk, then how are we supposed to find out anything
about each other?”
It was a very good question! How can we find out about each other? Is it
really only by cracking open someone’s cranium and pulling the thoughts out
of their brain cells? Isn’t there a more pleasant alternative for communication
and commerce?
“Adrian,” she said at last, sounding a little shaky—that is, her voice
sounded a little shaky—”You don’t really give a damn.”
“True,” he agreed.
“So why are you asking?”
“Just because.”
Pause.
“Have you got a boyfriend?”
Pause.
“I don’t have a boyfriend,” she answered, not sounding shaky anymore,
but a little annoyed. “I have a friend, someone who understands me and talks
to me and is on my side.”
“I see,” he said. “That’s a different story.”
“Exactly, it’s a different story.”
“Yes, it’s a different story all right.”
Pause.
“How about you?” she asked. “Do you have a friend? Or a girlfriend?”
Antonius didn’t have to think that one over at all, because he had his
friend Antonina whose real name was Renate, and besides, he was a widower
whose wife’s name had been Magelone. But he didn’t say any of that, since
here he wasn’t being addressed as Antonius, who once would have preferred
to be named Manfred. Here he was speaking as Adrian, which was what he’d
been called in his childhood and as a young man, as well as in the undissolved
marital state, which at this very moment was being actively experienced and
therefore cultivated. So it was Adrian who answered:
“No, I don’t have anybody. I’m alone, just as I always wanted to be.”
Gabriele was silent. Thus arose one more of the many pauses in their
conversation. This time it offered an opportunity to ponder the ways of fate
and how someone finds happiness. When the silence had lasted long enough,
Gabriele said:
“I just wanted to remind you that your father’s birthday is coming up and
that there’s going to be a big party at which your presence is desired.”
“Sure, right. Got it. Right.”
Oh jeez. (Another party. The whole family there. Other people too. And
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all that money. A catered affair with waiters in black. Well brought up, well
fed, carefree people with law offices on the Kurfürstendamm and villas in
Grunewald. The Grunewald rabble. Everybody from Grunewald. At least
his parents’ house wasn’t there, but on the Kleiner Wannsee. That was a little
better, at any rate. Much prettier. No rabble. But still. All those people. The
whole family. At least he’d see his kids again, nothing wrong with that. So
there was an upside to it. But still.)
“What about you?” Gabriele asked wearily (already tired out by this brief
conversation, tired of the long years of this peculiar marriage that despite
everything still existed), then snippily: “What’re you up to? Still monitoring
the trash?”
So he’d told her about that, darn it. And why was she bringing it up today
of all days, on the first day of his trash withdrawal?
“No,” he said. “I don’t do that anymore.” Period.
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OOMPAH POP, OR HOW SCIENCE
MADE ITS WAY TO THE MOUNTAINS
BLASMUSIKPOP ODER WIE DIE
WISSENSCHAFT IN DIE BERGE KAM
BY VEA KAISER

In this novel, Vea Kaiser tells the multigenerational story of a family living in the fictitious Austrian mountain village of St. Peter am
Anger. Plagued by the suspicion that the baby his wife has given
birth to was actually fathered by his rival, the woodcarver Johannes
Gerlitzen can no longer stand the isolation and parochialism of St.
Peter. He follows a newfound passion for science – first awakened
by an extremely long tapeworm he had during his wife's pregnancy
– to the city, where he studies medicine, and returns to the village
as a doctor in time to care for his dying wife and try to fulfill his
fatherly duties. When his daughter Ilse herself becomes a mother,
Dr. Gerlitzen takes his grandson under his wing.
Inspired by his grandfather's example, Johannes A. Irrwein has a
strong aversion to St. Peter's narrow-minded traditionalism. Hungry
for knowledge, he longs for the wider world. But when this model
student unexpectedly fails his school-leaving exams, he redirects his
intellectual energies toward his immediate surroundings. Emulating
his favorite author, Herodotus, the father of historiography, he sets
to work on writing the chronicles of St. Peter am Anger, and in the
process he inadvertently brings about an event that will change the
mountain village forever.
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Honeymoons hadn’t been invented yet in St. Peter am Anger in the
1950s, but thanks to Johannes’s injury the young lovers could now celebrate
their marriage. Several times a day the two enjoyed the freedom of no longer having to twist themselves into pretzels in hay barns, woodsheds, and
smokehouses as they had when they were younger. Until they both began to
feel ill. With Johannes it started as a constant bellyache, which then led to
serious digestive problems. Each morning soon thereafter, Elisabeth could be
found in the privy throwing up everything she had eaten the day before. On
the steps of the church one group speculated that this was due to Elisabeth’s
lousy cooking, while another group, gathered at the fountain, was of the
opinion that Johannes habitually was pouring the two of them too much
schnapps. Only after the goat-faced doctor from Lenk in the valley had held
his bimonthly consultation in the town hall was the riddle solved. Both of
them had something in their bellies: Elisabeth was pregnant and Johannes had
a tapeworm.
Elisabeth’s joy was boundless. Two hours later she had already
had the rocking chair carried down from the attic and was blissfully rocking
away, knitting bootees for the baby. Johannes, on the other hand, was feeling
anxious. He could scarcely be happy about becoming a father when he was
constantly brooding about what the worm was up to. Was it sleeping, was it
swimming around? Did the worm have eyes, and most importantly: How had
it gotten into his belly? The doctor had answered Johannes’s questions in a
Latin that not even the priest would have understood. The doctor, in fact, was
insulted that Johannes had chosen the village carpenter instead of a specialist
to set his broken arm, and in his resentment announced to Johannes that it
would take at least half a year for an anti-worm medication to arrive from the
capital.
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After finding that the village schoolmarm as well could tell him
nothing about worms that lived inside human beings, Johannes, perturbed by
the strange ideas he was hearing expressed in the pub, spent three days skulking around the town hall. He was sure that the theories being expressed in St.
Peter were nonsense – he definitely would have noticed it had some big worm
snuck up on him from behind. On the third day he finally dared to open the
town hall door. He walked through the entrance hall and past the post office
and the gendarmes’ common room to the village library, located at the very
back of the building.
It took a while before he could locate anything of use in the disorganized stacks. But finally he wiped the dust from a book for which he would
be grateful for decades to come. Karl Franz Anton von Schreibers' On a Major
Collection of Animal Parasitic Intestinal Worms and Invitation to a Literary Connection. It had been written in 1811, but for woodcarver Johannes Gerlitzen it
was precisely the right book. This wasn’t a complex scientific work but rather
a chronicle, a report on discoveries made through the study of worms at the
Royal Imperial Cabinet of Natural History in Austria’s capital. When these
researchers first began their work scarcely anything was known about worms.
And so, fortunately, Schreibers’ chronicle commenced at the same level as
Johannes’s knowledge. The woodcarver spent the entire day in the library, following the sun as it made its way across the rickety little library table. On the
way home he already felt a bit less revolting: In the country’s capital of almost
150 years before, practically everyone had had a worm.
The fall of 1959 started off with weeks of bad weather. The wind
brought a low-pressure front to the Anger Valley that pressed against the
Sporzer Alps like a scrunched cotton ball, to the point that the clouds seemed
to have gotten snagged on the Großer Sporzer. Johannes now visited the
library more often. The town hall’s multi-purpose staff member, who also
served as librarian, had suggested that he borrow the books. But to sit at his
seat in the library every day from 8:30 in the morning to 6:00 in the evening
and read through the research on helminth parasites was like taking part in
the dissecting, analyzing, classifying, and preserving; it felt like work to him.
He couldn’t do any woodcarving yet due to his busted arm, and Johannes was
of the general impression that the only useful activity he could engage in at
the moment was reading. Ötsch, his neighbor to the left, had in the meantime
discovered a new passion in sneering about Johannes’s enjoyment of reading.
But Johannes had promised Elisabeth not to get into any more fights before
the baby was born. Once the rains set in, however, even Johannes’s friends at
the pub were making fun of his visits to the library.
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“Wifey won’t let ya at ‘er, so you wanna be a priest now?” This from
smart-mouthed farmer Anton Rettenstein, and from Friedrich Ebersberger,
the fat son of the mayor, grocer Wilhelm Hochschwab, and even the postman, Gerhard Rossbrand, who otherwise was so nice, and despite the fact
that St. Peter’s priest held a very low opinion of books. He used reading only
as punishment for sinners, and outside of mass devoted all of his time to
the renovation of the church tower. Johannes paid no attention to the snide
remarks. Due to the constant rain the men had nothing to do but to stumble
from bed to the pub. Even the gendarmes were enjoying their first beer
around noon already. Nothing ever happened during the rainy season, and if
it did, it happened in the pub.
Johannes, however, was on a mission that neither a broken arm nor
rain could deter him from – he was reading his way through the world of
worms. Soon he was utterly fascinated by the creatures. He found it extraordinary that such a tiny speck in water could be swallowed by a crab, which in
turn was eaten by a fish that a fox or dog or human then devoured, until the
speck could develop into an actual creature in the intestine of the last link in
the chain. He was astounded by the will to survive that such a creature must
possess in order to hazard all of these stages knowing full well that only with
a great deal of luck would it arrive at the right destination.
Elisabeth found all of this disgusting. Whenever Johannes began
talking about it she threatened to throw up, and he didn’t want to do that to
his unborn child. He would so have liked to tell her, his wife and best friend,
about the new things he was learning. The ability to do something special
was the norm in St. Peter, but to know something out of the ordinary set
him apart from the other villagers. From day to day – and not only when he
wanted to talk to her about worms – Johannes was amazed at how different
Elisabeth was since becoming pregnant. She complained often about how
trying it was, how she was suffering, how everything hurt. Johannes didn’t
understand her. What had happened to the Elisabeth who, while at work
damming up Mitternfeld Creek, had stepped on a nail and, totally unfazed,
marched home through the East Woods and across two fields with it stuck in
the sole of her foot? Johannes continued rummaging around in the library.
He read that pregnancy was the greatest possible happiness a woman could
experience, the most wonderful stage of her life, after which he found it
difficult to take Elisabeth seriously, and fled from her complaints more and
more often. But what Elisabeth never would have admitted was that she was
jealous of Johannes, whose stomach with worm attracted more attention than
hers with child. Sundays, as soon as they came out of church, they were surrounded by the village children, who never asked to feel the baby kicking, but
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wanted only to press their ears up against Johannes’s stomach to see what the
worm was up to. Some aunt or other of those of Johannes’s associates who
dealt in saint figurines, or some grandmother of cousins in the oompah band
were constantly sending him diverse herbal concoctions or worm emollients.
None of which got rid of the worm, if anything they exacerbated Johannes’s
bouts of retching and sprints to the toilet. Elisabeth, however, was offered no
remedies at all.
The Gerlitzens celebrated Christmas at home, listening from their
balcony to the brass band play in the church tower, and Johannes recreated
the Christmas story with crèche figures he carved himself – Mary and Joseph
bore Elisabeth’s and his features. Elisabeth was already too pregnant to make
her way up the hill to midnight mass. Then right before Epiphany it finally
was time. Trogkofel the midwife, whose worm remedy had occasioned such
a fit of vomiting that Johannes was afraid the worm was going to come up
out of his front end, banned him from the house before he even could utter
the wish to remain at his wife’s side. For fourteen hours he sat on the wooden
bench out front, flushing his wife’s screams out of his ears with the help of
a large bottle of chequerberry schnapps. About the time that his hair froze
solid and his skin was so dried out that it appeared covered in a fine white
netting, he heard the baby’s first cries. Johannes bolted into the house, tore up
the wooden stairs, didn’t knock, didn’t pause and wrenched open the door so
violently it almost came off its hinges. But he froze at the doorsill. The baby
girl lay naked in the midwife’s arms, still covered all over in vestiges of the
birth, which nonetheless failed to conceal a highly conspicuous head of black
curls such as never before seen in either Elisabeth’s strawberry blond or the
Gerlitzen’s white blond families. Only Ötsch, his neighbor to the left, sported
such a black mop.
***
As Ilse was growing up, Johannes Gerlitzen tried to suppress the
fact that his daughter might possibly have a sex drive. He devoted himself
intensely to his helminth research and waited for her to finally break up with
Alois. Shortly following his maypole action, Alois once again had forfeited
the respect of the village when, after losing a game, he got drunk and set fire
to the equipment shed of the soccer club while attempting to blow up the
balls with firecrackers. What Johannes had failed to realize, however, was that
it was precisely Alois’s wild rebellious nature that Ilse loved. Johannes longed
for harmony, he was tired of arguing with the most important person in his
life. For her part, Ilse believed that her father was so far gone in the world
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of worms that the only procreative possibility he could imagine was through
the depositing of eggs. But in time it bothered Alois that he could only meet
Ilse in smokehouses, forest blinds, and hay barns. Especially after one late
afternoon in September, when the twin brothers from Kaunergraten stole
their clothes and Alois had to streak through the village in an old apple sack
in order to find Ilse something to wear. When a week later Alois broke out in
red splotches that then began to itch horribly and old lady Hohenzoller, the
herbalist, diagnosed that the apple sack, which the whole village had had a
good laugh about, had been crawling with lice – at which the village laughed
even harder – he decided that it was time to put an end to all of their sneaking around.
On a Friday at the end of September 1981, after the itching had
stopped and his scratches had almost healed, Alois Irrwein walked over to the
Gerlitzens’, though he knew that Ilse was at a meeting of the girl youth group
leaders. He knocked at the door for a good half-hour before Gerlitzen opened
it. Johannes didn’t invite him in, of course, nor did he greet him, but Alois
didn’t let this deter him and got right to the point.
“Herr Doctor, could I marry yer Ilse?”
“Of course not!” Johannes shouted, so loud that it could be heard in
the village square, before slamming the door shut. All of his life Alois Irrwein
had gotten a “no” to anything he wanted to do. He was on better terms with
no than with yes, so he ran over to Café Moni, where the girl youth group
leaders were discussing which Christian folk songs they should rehearse with
the children for the harvest festival and, though men were not allowed at
these meetings, burst into the little back room, fell to his knees and pulled out
the ring he had bought with his spare savings. Excitedly and somewhat out of
breath, he popped the question:
“Ilse, d’ya wanna be my wife?”
The ring was plain, his hair uncombed, and he was sweaty from
running, but Ilse immediately threw herself into his arms, hugged him close,
kissed him, and replied with a loud Yes. She stayed there for a long time with
her arms around his neck, enjoying the jealous looks her friends were shooting at her back – though she had been the last to have a boyfriend, Ilse was
the first to become engaged.
The engagement of Alois and Ilse set in motion a chain reaction of
further engagements. Peter Parseier, who was from the neighboring village
but who had lived for several years already in St. Peter, hired by Hochschwab
the grocer as his business manager, proved himself the cleverest young
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man of marriageable age. The day after Alois and Ilse became engaged he
went down to the valley and bought a ring, then got down on one knee to
Edeltraud Hochschwab, who immediately said Yes, with an eye on the ring’s
glittering stone. Previous to this Edeltraud Hochschwab had never exhibited
any great interest in her father’s employee, though Peter Parseier had long
been courting her. But Peter was a thoroughly clever fellow who understood
that engagement, marriage, and having children was a competition among
the women of St. Peter. He strolled happily around the grocery, which soon
would be his, while Edeltraud ran around the village showing everyone her
beautiful ring, which sparkled so much more brightly than Ilse’s. Reinhard
Rossbrand and Toni Rettenstein, Alois’s best friends, drinking buddies, and
constant accomplices, didn’t comprehend that suddenly a new wind was blowing through the village. Toni Rettenstein was riding with his father to work
one day during haying season when his father abruptly cut the tractor engine
in the middle of the field and ordered his son to get down. Toni did what his
father asked – he assumed something had happened with the mower -- but
Anton Rettenstein looked down at him from the driver’s seat and said:
“So, on yer knees now, and ask if I’ll marry ya.”
Toni stared at his father like a deer frozen in the headlights, until Anton lost his temper and barked:
“Ar’ ya dense, or what? Practice it now how yer’ll be proposing to
Ebersberger’s Marianne tomorrow. The wimmin’ve all gone nuts, so see that
ya get it right, otherwise yer’ll be left behind, an’ Marianne’s a good catch,
she’ll bring ya five fields!”
Reinhard Rossbrand, equally slow on the uptake, wasn’t lucky
enough to have a father who jumpstarted him. His girlfriend, Angelika Ötsch,
wouldn’t let him within three feet of her after Alois’s and Ilse’s engagement.
Reinhard Rossbrand, like his father, was a mailman and a wag, but after a
week of no physical contact with Angelika all the wag went out of him, and
after two-and-a-half weeks of abstinence he occasioned the greatest uproar
the post office in St. Peter am Anger had ever seen, when, lost in thought,
he failed to deliver even one single letter to its designated destination. When
Angelika heard that one of that lech Fritz Ebersberger’s dirty magazines had
landed in the hands of Grete the priest’s cook, who fainted dead away on
the spot, she relieved Reinhard of his agony, as, after all, she didn’t want her
future husband to be jobless.
“We ca’ do it again only after ya ask me to marry ya,” she told him
sternly, at which Reinhard dropped his mail pouch where he stood and ran all
the way down to the valley to buy a ring. The jeweler, still new to the valley,
was amazed at all the young men from the Anger who were buying rings as if
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they were sold by the yard – it was extremely rare in the Anger Valley town of
Lenk to see any people from St. Peter at all. His predecessor, the old jeweler, finally explained to him that, strange as it was, the villagers of St. Peter
showed up only occasionally, after which they then would disappear for a
decade until their tenth anniversary, when they would come back to have their
wives’ rings enlarged and to buy little gold chains so that the women could
hang their husbands’ rings around their necks. In St. Peter am Anger it was
considered unmanly to wear one’s wedding ring after ten years of wedlock.
The round dance of marriages in 1982 began on May 8 with the
nuptials of the farmer’s son, Toni Rettenstein, and Marianne Ebersberger,
who, because she was the mayor’s daughter, insisted on being the first to wed.
This had necessitated a massive intervention with the priest on the part of her
father, as Hilde Arber and Erich Wildstrubel had already reserved the date.
After the priest cancelled Hilde and Erich, Hilde spent a week sobbing in
anger, but had her revenge on May 8, 1982, when it rained buckets. On May
15, 1982, Peter Parseier and Edeltraud Hochschwab exchanged vows, and for
five years to come Edeltraud would hold it against her father, the grocer and
richest man in the village, that he had scrimped on her wedding feast. In his
stinginess Herr Hochschwab had put only sausages and juice on the menu.
On May 22, Hilde Arber and Erich Wildstrubel finally tied the knot, and
Hilde was rewarded not only with bright sunshine but with a sunburn, as to
one-up Marianne she had decided on short notice to hold her wedding reception out-of-doors. Unfortunately, Hilde Wildstrubel’s veil concealed a part of
her forehead, so for a long time after the sunburn had faded a white triangle
there served as a reminder of her wedding day. May 29th fell on the weekend
of Pentecost, so no weddings could take place, and the pub owner closed his
doors so that his barmaids could give their swollen ankles a rest. June 5 was
the wedding date of young hairdresser Angelika Ötsch and mailman Reinhard
Rossbrand, who remembered little of his big day because the bride’s three
brothers had gotten him so drunk the day before that one of the acolytes
had to whisper the marriage vows to him and another had to use hand signals
to let him know when he should stand, sit, kneel, and say I do. On the June
12 wedding of auto mechanic Richard Patscherkofel and barmaid Gertrude
Millstädt, it was the bride herself who caused quite a stir when, in the middle
of the sermon, she leapt up to vomit in the holy water font in the sacristy. She
claimed afterwards that her dress was too tight, but as everyone in St. Peter
am Anger was a neighbor, they all knew that the bride had had too much to
drink the night before, after, as tradition dictated for all brides, an archway of
woven evergreen branches was placed before her door, the so-called thresh-
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old.
Finally, on June 19, 1982, gnashing his teeth and having polished off
half a bottle of cognac for breakfast, Johannes Gerlitzen walked his daughter
Ilse down the aisle. He refused to give a speech at the reception that followed in the pub, and went home after the meal to finish off the cognac. Ilse
was very sad about all of this, especially as Alois had not touched a drop of
alcohol all day to show what a good husband he would be. At midnight Ilse’s
veil was removed during the Kranzerl Dance and, following tradition, was
replaced by the village women with a kerchief, signalizing that the wedding
day had ended and that from now on she was a housewife, at which Alois
downed four beers in succession. The last wedding took place on June 26, and
after Sunday mass the following day the priest and his cook left for a week of
silent retreat in a remote mountain cabin, in order to recover from the most
intensive marriage marathon of his ministry.
***
Johannes’s graduation suit was soaked and sticking to his skin as he
boarded the last bus of the day for St. Peter. He was the only passenger, and
the seats smelled like wet dog. The bus driver, with no regard for his fare,
turned on the radio. The local station was broadcasting a repeat of the latest
Hit Parade program, and the driver was singing along loudly with Ursprung
Buam. “It’s ladies’ choice today for all you dames who’ll play; whoever wants
the floor to dance, now’s the time to seize your chance!” he warbled, two
beats off, when suddenly, as he shifted from third to second gear on the steep
incline, the bus gave a hop and a skip, and Johannes’s head banged painfully
against the window he was leaning against.
“Holy shit, ya stupid son-of-a-bitch,” the driver cursed at the bus,
but it just kept hopping along until the exhaust gave a loud bang, the motor began to cough, and the bus jerked to a stop. There was a cloud of gray
smoke pouring from the engine, and the bus driver turned to Johannes before
he climbed out of the bus, to tell him to stay put. But Johannes was alarmed
by the smoke, and as the radio was still playing Hit Parade, even louder now
without the roar of the motor, he clambered out of the vehicle. The driver,
checking the bus, asked Johannes if he had a cellphone, and when Johannes
replied in the negative, shook his head in disbelief and uttered another curse.
It was raining cats and dogs. Johannes’s collapsible umbrella was of little use,
and he wasn’t surprised that it was today of all days that the old post bus
had chosen to give up the ghost. It went along with everything else that had
happened that day, and Johannes was so defeated that he expected nothing
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but the worst. Once the driver had ascertained that he couldn’t repair the bus,
he sat back down on the driver’s seat, lit a cigarette and pulled a bottle of
schnapps out of the glove compartment.
“You’re not serious, right?” Johannes asked, but the driver merely
shrugged.
“Don’ be stupid,” he answered, “y’er the only guy yer age who don’t
have a cell, aren’t ya.”
Johannes stood there for a full ten minutes, soaking wet down to
his toes, until he heard a car coming up the mountain. He walked over to the
side of the road and stuck out his thumb, but when the car rounded the curve
he was blinded by the bright headlights. Johannes squeezed his eyes shut and
shielded them with his hand as the white jeep came to a stop next to the bus.
“Wanna lift?” When Johannes could see again, he recognized old
Herr Rettenstein at the wheel. Next to him was former Mayor Ebersberger,
and in the back seat the grandfather of his old elementary school friend, Robert Rossbrand, and next to him, old Herr Hochschwab. The four had been to
a livestock show in a neighboring village and were now on their way home to
St. Peter. Johannes could see that there was no room for him in the backseat
between the two spread-kneed old geezers, but before he could decline the
invitation the bus driver had agreed that Gramps Rettenstein would take
Johannes with them to St. Peter and send someone back to tow away the bus.
The old codgers realized there was no room for Johannes on the backseat, so
Gramps Rettenstein opened the back of the jeep, removed the package shelf
and told Johannes to take a seat on the checked blanket on which, as was
obvious from the hair, the dog usually sat.
The white jeep not only reeked even more intensely of wet dog
than did the bus, but also of mothballs and cucumber salad. Johannes had no
doubt about it, this was the worst day of his life. His expression was so miserable that it was obvious to the old men, who eyed him closely in the rearview
mirror.
“How come yer so spruced up?” Gramps Rossbrand finally asked,
and when Johannes, staring out of the window, answered curtly that it was
the day of his final high-school exam, it immediately became clear to the four
eminences that he had botched it. Johannes sat cross-legged and sideways in
the back of the jeep with his arms on his knees and his head hanging down
between them. There was a rusty hunting knife on the floor by his feet, a few
shell casings, and something that looked like a squashed sausage.
“Well, Johannes, we always said th’ test ain’t for those of us from St.
Peter. Who gives a fig!” former Mayor Ebersberger chimed in, meaning well,
but Johannes was insulted by this.
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“Ya know, Johannes, we St. Peterans have other strengths, none of
us lead with our heads,” Gramps Rossbrand added, and smiled.
“We always said the same thing to yer gramps, but he didn’t listen t’
us. Yer gramps b’lieved he hadda go out in the world out there, but in the end
he came back, once he noticed nowhere’s as beautiful as is St. Peter.”
“Ya know, Johannes, yer grandpa was an easygoing, pleasant sorta
fella once, but then he went a little nuts. I b’lieve all those books made ‘im
stupid.”
Gramps Rossbrand tapped his forehead with his finger and the others nodded.
Rettenstein Sr. stopped in front of the Irrwein house and got out
to let Johannes out of the back of the Jeep. The chairman of the Hunters
Association gave him a penetrating look and in a serious tone said, ”Johannes,
we always knew ya’d never make it through high school. You’re a St. Peteran.
Mark it well, the village is for you. We’ve fought the high and mighty shits for
a hunnert years, and it’s all to the better ya’ve shown us yer not one of the
high and mighty shits. So, good night then.”
Old Herr Rettenstein patted him on the shoulder, got back in the
jeep, and drove on with the others to the pub. Johannes stood there in the
rain, looking at the taillights until they disappeared around the curve to the
village square.
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ALMOST EVERYTHING VERY FAST
ALLES MEISTENS SEHR SCHNELL
BY CHRISTOPHER KLOEBLE

Albert is nineteen, grew up in an orphanage, and never knew his
mother. All his life Albert had to be a father to his father: Fred is a
child trapped in the body of an old man. He spends his time reading encyclopedias, waves at green cars, and is known as the hero
of a tragic bus accident. Albert senses that Fred, who has just been
given five months left to live, is the only one who can help him learn
more about his background.
With time working against them, Albert and Fred set out on an
adventurous voyage of discovery that leads them via the sewers into
the distant past – all the way back to a night in August 1912, and to a
story of a forbidden love.
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ALMOST EVERYTHING VERY FAST
ALLES MEISTENS SEHR SCHNELL
BY CHRISTOPHER KLOEBLE
TRANSLATED BY AARON KERNER

Five Fingers
Up in the sky, the last two clouds were drifting slowly toward each other. A
lightbulb with blurry edges, and a white, puffy shape that defied comparison.
Down below, Albert stood flanked by his suitcases in the patchy front yard
of a house in Königsdorf, eyeing the doorbell, lost in thought. Anyone
acquainted with Albert—admittedly something only few could claim—would
know that he couldn’t help it. When he was younger the other kids had called
him bookworm, or four-eyes, though he didn’t wear glasses and was anything
but studious. Whenever some assignment was handed to him, he attempted to
tackle it, whatever it might be, by thoroughly thinking it through. That was all.
And it didn’t mean he always got good grades, either. For Albert, there was no
sentence so surreal as I would never have thought of that. How could you not think
of something? (He often thought.)
But the toughest assignment Albert had ever been given—the solution to
which he’d been seeking for nineteen years now—was waiting for him behind
the door whose bell he was touching, but hadn’t yet pressed.
On this particular afternoon Albert had a journey of more than seventeen
hours behind him—on the night train, the commuter train, and finally bus
479, whose driver had made every single stop in the Bavarian uplands, from
Pföderl via Wolfsöd through Höfen, though no one at all had gotten on or
off—and now that he had only a tiny scrap farther to go, he wasn’t so sure he
even wanted to arrive.
This is what Albert always thought when he came to Königsdorf: that he’d
been coming to visit Fred since he was three years old, initially accompanied
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by a nun from the orphanage at Saint Helena, and later alone. That he and
Fred had never grown particularly close. That when he was five (and, as far as
Albert knew, Fred forty-six) he’d made sure that Fred had donned his water
wings when, hand in hand, they’d leapt into the Baggersee. That only a few
years later he’d started paying for Fred whenever they found themselves facing a cash register, because Albert could count up the change without having
to use his fingers. That at the age of twelve, he’d tried to dissuade Fred from
his dream of becoming an actor. (The latter had fully rejected this plan only
later, on the grounds that he didn’t want, as he put it, people watching him
while he worked.) That the following year, he’d still been vigilant about Fred’s
water wings. That at fifteen he’d tried to explain the facts of life to Fred, who
hadn’t wanted to hear, and had simply responded with a sheepish laugh. That
Fred had never called him anything but Albert, and Albert had never called
him anything but Fred. That he had never called him Father.
Fred was just Fred—this was the first rule in Albert’s life. It had been that way
since he was born, and it would be that way this year as well.
For a few more months, in any case.
In his office the cardiologist had waved the fingers of one manicured hand,
and Albert had asked himself if the doctor always did it like that, if he
generally told his patients the number of months remaining to them with
his fingers, to spare himself the search for sympathetic words. Five fingers.
Albert had barely paid attention to them, had taken Fred by the hand and
left the hospital with him, ignoring the doctor’s shouts, as later he would his
phone calls.
Because he couldn’t talk about it with Fred, he prattled on about other things
as they made their way home, especially about the foehn, how strong it was
for this time of year, really unusually strong.
Fred had interrupted him: “Five fingers are bad.”
Albert had stopped in his tracks, searching for something to say.
“Five fingers are very bad, Albert.”
“Five fingers aren’t all that bad,” Albert had eventually answered.
“Really? How many do you have, Albert? How many fingers do you have until
you have to go dead?”
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“I don’t know.”
“Is five a lot?”
“Five is a pretty good number,” said Albert, as encouragingly as he could.
“I have five fingers!” A relieved laugh. “And you, Albert, I bet you have plenty
of fingers, too.”
That same evening Albert had left town again, to take his high school exit
exams. An obligation that, in light of the news, seemed to him as ridiculous as
his decision to fulfill it.
Though in fact, all he really wanted was to get away.
Two months later, after the exams, most of his friends had vanished beyond
the horizon. Australia and Cambodia were destinations especially popular with
orphans; when they returned from a trip to Angkor or the Outback, not only
had they “found themselves,” also they had an idea of where they belonged
in the world, and what they wanted to start doing with their lives. Supposedly. Albert, on the other hand—who’d never been able to understand why so
many people assumed that answers unobtainable in the immediate neighborhood were awaiting them in far-off lands—had decided to move in with Fred.
He hadn’t known what to expect, and still didn’t this afternoon, standing
before Fred’s house—he knew only that, whatever it was, there wasn’t much
time.
Three more fingers, thought Albert; he rang the bell, lowered his head,
grabbed the handles of his suitcases, and stood there, motionless. The heat
bored down into his skull. People would remember this summer for a long
time. Contrary to all predictions, there had not been a storm for weeks now.
The grass in Fred’s garden was rust-brown, even the chirping of the crickets
sounded feeble, and the shimmering heat on the stretch of the main street
that ran in front of the property was playing tricks on Albert’s eyes.
Ambrosial!
Now the door opened and on the top step there appeared a gangling, six-anda-half-foot-tall giant, sheepishly dipping his head.
They stared at each other.
“Albert!” shouted Fred in his silvery voice, and before Albert knew what was
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happening to him, he’d been plucked off his feet and pressed hard against
Fred’s bony chest.
“Hello, Fred.”
“You’re fat, Albert!”
“Thanks,” said Albert, looking him over—unsure, as he so often was, whether
or not Fred was aware of what he was saying. Albert knew him well enough
to sense that he didn’t really know him at all. In that respect, at least, he
seemed like any other father.
Still, Albert had to admit to himself that Fred had a point. After a shower,
Albert usually wound the towel around his body so that he wouldn’t have
to look at his belly when he stepped in front of the mirror. Where all that
auxiliary lard had sprung from he couldn’t quite explain. He didn’t think he
ate and drank any more than other people. Presumably he didn’t move around
enough: regular jogging, power walking, or even strolling would, as they say,
“do him good.” But the notion of movement merely for movement’s sake
didn’t especially appeal to him.
“Is it the holidays again?” asked Fred.
“No, not this time. This time I’m staying longer.”
Fred looked at him hopefully. “Till when?”
“Until . . .” Albert dodged his glance. “As long as possible.”
“As long as possible could be a long time!” shouted Fred merrily, clapping his
hands. “That’s ambrosial!”
“Right. It’s great.”
“It’s ambrosial!” Fred lifted a forefinger in rebuke. “You need to read the
encyclopedia more, Albert.” With Fred, reading bore no necessary relation to
understanding; he seldom saw beyond the sounds of the words that he scanned
with the aid of his forefinger, to take note of their meanings. And even when
he did, most of them slipped from his memory in short order, bursting like
soap bubbles.
Fred tore the suitcases from Albert’s hands and marched into the house. Albert followed. He paused in the vestibule. Though the sugary odor of Fred’s
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home had been there to meet him whenever he’d arrived, year in, year out, it
still managed to take him by surprise.
“Albert?” Fred turned back to him. “Are you feeling faint?”
“No.” Albert drew a deep breath. “It’s fine.”
Albert draped his jacket on a coat hook beside Fred’s royal blue poncho,
within whose collar a childish script warned: This belongs to Frederick Arkadiusz
Driajes! A plaque by the doorbell bore the selfsame name. Nobody addressed
him by his full moniker. Quite possibly because nobody knew how to pronounce it. Naturally, there were a couple of oafs in Königsdorf—permanent
fixtures at Hofherr’s beer garden, where they sat nursing their glasses—who
maintained he was slow in the head, and called him Freddie-are-you-stupid? But
for most people, he was simply Fred, the hero of the bus accident of ’77,
who spent half the day at Königsdorf ’s only bus stop in order to tally the
green cars that passed along the town’s main street and wave to their drivers.
As Fred set down the suitcases by the stairs and proceeded into the living
room, Albert felt a fit of déjà-vu coming over him; or, to be more precise, a
déjà-vu of many previous déjà-vus.
He thought: First, they’d sit themselves down on a worn-out, cherry-red
chaise longue, precisely where they always sat, and no matter what he touched,
thousands of crumbs would adhere to Albert’s hands, reminding him that,
now, he rather than the nurse would have to provide Fred with at least one
warm meal per day, tie his shoelaces, make sure his teeth were kept spruce and
the house spick-and-span.
His eyes would fall on the world map fixed to the wall, where a ring drawn
with a green felt-tip marker, which was supposed to indicate Königsdorf,
actually encircled all of Bavaria. He would ask Fred how things were going,
to which, of course, the answer would be “Ambrosial,” and the next moment
Albert would be asked to read aloud from Fred’s favorite book, the silver
encyclopedia, as he so often had in the past, before bedtime or afternoon
naps. Fred would snuggle up to him, lay his head, pleasantly warm, in spite of
the heat outside, in Albert’s lap, and close his eyes, and Albert would hardly
dare to move. Still, he’d open the encyclopedia and begin reading somewhere,
say at Billiards, and wouldn’t get any farther than Binary star. Fred would snore,
looking much younger in his sleep, mid-forties at the most. Albert would
flip the book shut, then slip a pillow under Fred’s head and lay a short fleece
blanket over his long, long legs. In the kitchen, Albert would have something
to eat, soothing his stomach with thick slabs of brown bread while running
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his eyes across the crack-shot window above the sink, whose lower-left corner
was adorned with two taunting letters, HA. He didn’t know who had left
them behind, nor when, but since they’d been scratched into the pane from
the outside (six tiny scratches, Zorro style), he could only assume that they
were the initials of his grandmother, Anni Habom. Albert would lean forward, his left hand braced on the sink, and breathe on the window, and on the
clouded pane he would trace his own initials beside those of his grandmother—AD—thick as his finger. And watch them fade. Later, in his bedroom on
the second floor, he’d make sure that there was enough of Fred’s medication
left in the little nightstand by the bed. Only then would he allow himself to
be wooed by the sagging mattress, and feel the exhaustion creeping over him,
though he wouldn’t be able to fall asleep.
And that’s just what happened.
Though the whole time Albert was telling himself that he ought to be feeling
something special—not déjà-vu, but dernier-vu. After all, he’d come home for
the very last time.
Most Beloved Possessions
Albert had lain on his bed for barely ten minutes, leaden, empty, and with
a towel over his eyes—the sun was still blazing in through the curtains, as
though this day would never end—when Fred burst in:
“Are you sleeping?”
Albert waved him over—what else could he do?—and Fred plopped himself
down on the mattress.
“Tell me,” said Albert, observing Fred’s chin, “when was the last time you
shaved?”
Fred blinked. “Yesterday.”
“You’re sure?”
Fred blinked again: “Totally sure.”
“You may have missed a few spots.”
More blinking.
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“Frederick . . .”
“Mama says I look handsome!”
Fred was particularly fond of bringing Anni into play, in order to stress that
this, that, or another notion hadn’t sprung from his own head, but from that
of a significantly higher authority. An authority who had last said anything
to Fred sixteen years earlier, when Albert had been three years old. Albert’s
memories of her barely deserved the name; it sometimes occurred to him that
he might simply be imagining them, since he’d spent so much time examining
the innumerable photographs of her in Fred’s house, comparing her features
with his own, searching for resemblances. She had lived to age seventy, an
apparently hard life, saddled with chronically high blood pressure (as revealed
by the cardiologist’s postmortem diagnosis). In the end, her condition had led
to systolic heart failure; that is, her heart had succumbed to its own imposing bulk, and Albert’s grandmother, his last real link to the past, had died.
That much he knew. In a handful of file folders, whose primary function had
been to support the bottommost shelf of a rickety bookcase, he’d discovered a scrappy collection of documents revealing mainly that she hadn’t been
insured. Evidently she’d never set foot in a hospital or doctor’s office. No one
had ever told her how many fingers she had left.
Albert sat up, mimicking a pair of scissors with his index and middle fingers.
Fred clapped his hands over his prickly cheeks: “But my dad had a blond
beard!”
Fred claimed that his father—Albert’s grandfather Arkadiusz—had been a
diver. A man with extraordinary lungs who had reconditioned subterranean
canal systems, who had once dived to the floor of the Baltic Sea without aid
of equipment, and who, back when Fred was barely larger than the belly in
which he’d spent nine months, had been snatched away by a sudden rush
of water and disappeared forever into the rambling network of sewer pipes
beneath the town. It may have been true, or just a fantasy, but in any case it
meant that someone always had to flush the toilet on Fred’s behalf, something
he balked at even more than he did shaving: “My dad is traveling forever
through the pipes—sometimes he’s in America, and sometimes he’s in Poland,
and sometimes he’s here, too.”
Albert stood up, stepped into the bathroom, and plugged in the electric
shaver, but when he turned around, Fred was gone. After hunting through the
whole house, he finally found him out in the backyard, in the BMW 321. It
was a vintage model from the late thirties that belonged to Fred, even though
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he didn’t have a driver’s license. He called it the Speedster. Its mint-green
paint looked as if it had suffered a high-temperature pressure washing. Its tire
treads hung in tatters. The sound of the horn was best described as whiny.
The leather upholstery smelled—in Fred’s opinion—deliciously musty, just
like it did between his toes. An empty flowerpot kept the passenger-side door
from falling off its hinges.
Albert climbed in beside Fred, who was sitting at the wheel. His stubble
gleamed in the late sunlight, and the encyclopedia lay in his lap. He had it
open to D. D as in Death. With his index finger he pointed to the illustration
of a tombstone in Carrara marble. “What color is that?”
“Dove-white?”
“Do they have swan-white, too?”
“Definitely.”
“Can I have one like that?”
“A swan-white tombstone?”
Fred nodded. “It has to be a very beautiful stone, Albert.”
“Done,” said Albert. “A swan-white tombstone for you.”
They sat silent for a moment while, outside, the noise of cars passing along
the main street subsided, and they were blinded one final time by the sun
before it plunged behind the moor. Fred looked dreamily at the picture of the
tombstone.
“Everyone always says going dead is bad. I don’t believe it. I’m sure it’s completely different. I bet it’s great. Like a huge surprise. Actually, I’m looking
forward to it. It would be even better if the two of us could go dead together,
Albert. Only, I think that would be hard. Because I’m faster than you.”
“I’ll hurry,” Albert promised him, and immediately Fred beamed at him like
a child—a child who had gotten on in years, with bags under his eyes, gray
temples, and little creases around his mouth.
Then the smile slipped from Fred’s face: “Mama says all your Most Beloved
Possessions go dead, someday.” The tone of his voice had changed, as if he’d
just that moment remembered what dying actually meant.
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“And what would that be, a Most Beloved Possession?” asked Albert.
Fred laughed, as if Albert had asked an unbelievably stupid question: “A Most
Beloved Possession can be anything at all!”
“A father, for instance?”
“Sure! Or a car.”
“And what’s your Most Beloved Possession?”
Fred snorted and rolled his eyes. He stretched out one arm, opened the glove
compartment, and drew out a dented tin box in which something rolled and
rattled. While opening the scratched lid, Fred bent over the box, obstructing
Albert’s view, as if he wanted to make sure that what he expected to find was
still there. Then he held a chestnut-sized stone, which gleamed metallically in
the evening light, under Albert’s nose. “Take it!”
To call the look on Fred’s face one of pride would have been an enormous
understatement.
Albert weighed the Most Beloved Possession in his palm—it was astonishingly heavy, and resembled a wadded-up, petrified sheet of rich yellow paper.
An absurd thought came to him, which Fred promptly uttered: “Gold.”
“Really?”
Fred whispered, “My Most Beloved Possession.”
Even though Albert nodded appreciatively and stuck out his lower lip, he was
skeptical. The stone in his hand corresponded precisely to his idea of a gold
nugget, and that immediately aroused his suspicion.
“Who did you get this from?” asked Albert, and handed the gold back to
Fred.
Satisfied, Fred stowed the stone back in the tin box.
“I said, who did you get it from?”
Fred said, “It’s mine.”
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“Did you steal it from somebody?”
“I never steal.”
“Was it always here? Why haven’t you shown it to me before?”
“When I’m dead, you can have it,” said Fred, and looked at him excitedly; the
green of his eyes shimmered like the surface of a lake, one whose depth it’s
impossible to gauge. “Then you’ll be rich.”
Albert returned his look, wishing once again that it was possible to ask Fred a
simple question and receive a simple answer. A completely normal conversation, that’s what he wanted, one in which Fred didn’t sidle away from his questions. Most of all, he wished he could believe Fred, that he didn’t find himself
doubting every last one of his statements.
“Hmm,” said Albert.
“Hmm,” said Fred.
At that precise moment, the neighbor’s rooster unleashed a wild cry. Fred
grimaced and rolled up the driver’s-side window. “He never knows when to be
quiet!”
Albert tapped on the stopped dashboard clock beside the speedometer. “It’s
late,” he said. “The Sandman is making his rounds.”
Papaaa
That evening Albert couldn’t sleep. He lay there with his eyes fixed on a luminous, fingernail-sized, star-shaped sticker on the beam above the bed. When
he was younger he’d looked at it every evening until his eyes shut; he’d found
it comforting that this tiny light had shone for him, shone defiantly against
the blackness of the country night.
From a drawer in the nightstand he drew a yellowing newspaper article. The
second April edition of the Oberland Messenger from 1977. Right on the first
page there was a report by one Frederick A. Driajes, a story that as a child
Albert had read over and over again before falling asleep. It bore the title:
The Day the Bus Attacked the Bus Stop
When Albert read the report today, as a nineteen-year-old, he recognized in it
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some of what bothered him about Fred: most of all, the way he exaggerated,
describing things so that you could never be quite sure if his mental disability
was responsible, or his character, or some combination of the two.
But as a child he remembered he had loved Fred for this more than anything—that people called him a hero. Back then he’d seen Fred as an even
greater hero than He-Man or Raphael, the turtle with the red bandana, named
for some other Raphael that Sister Simone was all gaga over. At Saint Helena,
Albert bragged about Fred, thereby drawing the envy and hostility of all
the other orphans who not only didn’t have heroes for fathers; they had no
fathers at all. Why did he live in Saint Helena if Fred was so great, they asked
him, and shook their heads maliciously. Albert ignored that. Sister Alfonsa
had prepared him for such situations; he followed her advice, didn’t stick
his tongue out at the other kids, and told himself that because they didn’t
have anyone, they wanted to be like him, they were just being jealous, petty.
And that helped Albert, who was the only one of the younger kids in the
orphanage who knew what petty meant. At Saint Helena, Albert favored the
lower mattress in the bunk bed, on the one hand because he was no lover of
heights, and on the other because he could decorate the underside of the bed
above him with what he wanted to be the last thing he’d see before falling
asleep: Fred’s newspaper report. Even back then he had never called Fred Father. As a one-year-old he’d called him Ped, then Fed at two, and a few months
later he was proudly gurgling Fred. Anni had told him to. And after Anni’s
death, Sister Alfonsa wanted it to stay that way. Which confused Albert.
Often he wanted to call him Papa, with an elongated second a that opened the
throat and cleared the mind. Whereas Fred curled his tongue and sounded like
an out-of-tune doorbell. Yet he trusted the nun, for in spite of his precocious mind, he was still small enough to believe that adults, among whom he
counted Fred, knew everything, and always did what was right.
It wasn’t until age five that he realized how wrong he had been.
During a visit to Königsdorf he and Fred lay, as usual, on the chaise longue in
the living room, in front of the television set. Albert couldn’t recall anymore
which program had been playing at the time. He’d never cared much about
that, for him the important thing was snuggling up against Fred and feeling
his inextinguishable warmth. And that’s how it had been that evening when
Albert, needing to go to the bathroom, had worked himself loose from Fred,
whose gaze never slid from the TV even for a moment. After Albert had
pressed the flush on the toilet, he stood there waiting, for Fred’s sake, until
the sound of the rushing water had subsided, before opening the door again.
When he bounced back into the living room, feeling almost perfectly happy,
he saw it.
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Even before Albert first beat Sister Alfonsa at chess, even before he wowed
his teachers with essays cobbled together out of quotes cribbed from German
writers (never getting caught), even before he began learning the English version of his favorite book, The Hobbit, by heart, even before he baptized a stray
dog “Maxmoritz” and trained it to pilfer sausages from the convent kitchen,
even before, bored by the inflationary use of kindergarten curse words like
dummy or poopy butt, he started to call his envious peers “cretins,” even before
he explained to said cretins, who, when exam time came around, scored worse
than he did across the board, that his namesake, Einstein, had never been a
poor student, merely Swiss—even before all of this happened, Albert understood for the first time just how little his father understood.
Fred was lying in exactly the same position on the chaise longue, but his gaze
didn’t reach what was happening on the screen. He was staring in its direction
with the concentrated yet unambiguously desperate expression of someone
marooned on an island, scanning the horizon for ships.
The first words Albert addressed to Sister Alfonsa after that visit were “Is he
crazy?”
Alfonsa greeted him with a bear hug and one of her standard tooth-concealing smirks—back when she was a child, people had put little stock in
either tenderness or orthodontics. She was famous far beyond the walls of
Saint Helena for her inscrutable facial expressions. Albert himself had once
witnessed how an adventurous orphan—Rupert—had mistaken her smirk for
a suppressed smile, as he clambered up onto the unstable roof of a garden
shed accompanied by her shouts that he should definitely go on scrambling,
there would be absolutely no consequences, she thought it was an excellent idea,
if only all the boys were daring enough to try to break their necks. A penance
of fifty Our Fathers had brought Rupert considerably closer to an understanding of the concept of irony. Some people thought everything Sister Alfonsa uttered was devoid of emotion. But even as a child, Albert had felt this
was only half the story. It sometimes seemed to him as if she’d found her way
to Saint Helena by mistake. Something about her just didn’t fit there. What
exactly it was, he couldn’t say. But he had a suspicion it was connected with
how seldom she left the building, and how often she listened to Frank Sinatra.
“Is Fred crazy?”
This time Albert pronounced the question as if he was expecting a yes. Sister
Alfonsa shut the door to her office, and led him over to a little table on which
a chessboard of stained boxwood was waiting. To the left and right of it
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stood wooden stools. Lately she’d been teaching him to play chess—an honor
she bestowed only every few years on an orphan who, in her opinion, had
great potential, or, as she phrased it, seemed “bright enough.” In Alfonsa’s
lessons, chess pieces were dispensed with. In her opinion, a clever-enough
mind could make do with checkers—memory would take care of the rest.
Albert hesitated, he had little desire to play, but he also sensed that he had no
other option, if he wanted to hear her thoughts. Faint daylight fell through a
tiny window—it was another of those murky autumn afternoons. Albert took
his seat. His feet didn’t reach the floor. For a moment his hand hovered above
his bone-white troops, before opening the game in classic fashion (pawn to
e4). The nun mirrored his move (pawn to e5), and then sat down.
“You think your father is crazy?”
“Yes.”
“Maybe we are, too.”
“No way.”
“How do you know?”
Albert made his next move (knight to f3), which she again mimicked (knight
to f6).
“Okay,” she said, “let’s assume that we’re not crazy, and Fred is. Isn’t that
merely our thesis, then?”
Albert wrinkled his forehead (knight takes pawn), Alfonsa didn’t (likewise).
“What’s a thesis?”
“A beginning.” She smirked. “In our society the stronger rule over the weaker.
A clever little fellow like you declares: ‘Fred is crazy.’ And because Fred is
hardly capable of refuting you, everyone concludes that you’re right.”
“I am right” (pawn to d3).
“So: guilty until proven innocent” (pawn to d6). “And what if we’re wrong?”
“. . .”
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(Pawn takes knight, and likewise.)
“What if we’re crazy? What if the whole world is controlled by madmen, who
lock away all the sane people like Fred so that nobody gets wise to them?”
“That’s not possible.”
“Says who?”
“Me.”
“All children are mad,” said Alfonsa.
“Why?”
“As the stronger of the two of us, I’ve just decided it.”
“I’m not crazy!”
“You are now.”
Albert slammed down a game piece beside the board. “I don’t want to play
anymore!”
“It was just an illustration.” She tousled his hair. “Do you really want to know
what I think?”
He nodded, and looked at her obliquely from below, to express that he
wanted to be taken in her arms.
“You are both perfectly insane.”
No ambiguity intended. Albert might have understood less than half of what
she was saying—even his brightness had limits—but he could feel that this
time she was speaking with admiration.
“That’s good,” he said and, just to be safe, added, “right?”
“That’s special,” she said, “and the very reason why you can only ever call him
Fred. He’ll never be a proper father.”
“I can explain it to him!”
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Sister Alfonsa smirked. “Nobody can do that. Not even you.”
A week later Albert ran away from the orphanage for the first time. Over
the following month, he absconded on four separate occasions. Thereafter
he repeated his escape attempts with reliable regularity. On average he made
around twenty per year. At first he failed because of the bus drivers, who
wouldn’t let some squirt, especially a smart-alecky squirt, ride unaccompanied
by a grown-up. Often enough, the other orphans ratted him out. But even
when an attempt succeeded, the nuns were barely ruffled; they knew where he
was going every time. And why.
“I’m your son,” said Albert to Fred.
“You’re Albert,” said Fred to Albert.
“And I’m your son,” said Albert. “And you’re my father.”
“I’m Fred.”
“And my father.”
Fred blinked.
“Do you understand me?” asked Albert.
“I always understand everything,” said Fred.
“What did I say?”
“You said, Do you understand me? I understand you, Albert.”
“And before?”
“You said, And my father.”
“Do you understand that?”
“Yes,” said Fred, “and I’m hungry.”
“I come from you,” said Albert. “Without you, I wouldn’t exist.”
And Fred said, “Thank you. That’s nice. Can we make pancakes with raspberry jam? Pancakes with raspberry jam are ambrosial.”
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Later, at Saint Helena — there was always a later-at-Saint-Helena — Albert
would fight his disappointment by reading Fred’s newspaper report each night
before falling asleep, and imagining that the child Fred had saved was him,
not some girl called Andrea, who, after the bus accident, had left Königsdorf,
along with her mother, forever.
He always hoped, and sometimes believed, and occasionally knew, that someday Fred would come and rescue him—that in the middle of the night Fred
would storm into the dormitory, flip on the lights, run to his bunk, and take
Albert with him. Where to was negligible — all that mattered was that it be
away.
But the passing years withered his hope. Even his boundless longing couldn’t
shield him from that. Again and again he ran to Fred, counter to Sister
Alfonsa’s claim; it will work this time, he told himself, incorrigible; this time
Fred will get it—and then Fred got nothing at all. It was all the same as ever.
And Fred was simply Fred.
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NAW MUCH OF A TALKER
DER GOALIE BIN IG
BY PEDRO LENZ
TRANSLATED BY DONAL MCLAUGHLIN

Known only as “the goalie,” this novel’s narrator is always taking the blame. He has just been released from jail, having kept his
mouth shut during a drug bust. The goalie is a sucker for a good
story, he lives and breathes them, is forever telling stories to himself
and anyone who will listen.
Returning to his hometown broke, the goalie falls in love with a barmaid named Regi. She joins him on a trip to Spain, and realizes that
his obsession with storytelling has its downsides, for he is all too
ready to believe the yarns spun by his so-called friends. Storytelling
is his way of avoiding problems and conflict, his crowning achievement and tragic flaw. Regi concludes that it isn’t a woman the goalie
needs, but an audience.
Naw Much of a Talker is a charming, witty tour through the goalie’s
anecdotes. This comic novel about truth, lies and storytelling, with
an unforgettably unreliable narrator, has been translated from its
innovative Swiss vernacular into the Glaswegian that was its original inspiration during the author’s six-month residency in Glasgow.
Pedro Lenz harnesses his considerable powers as a performer and
oral storyteller in this celebration of the rhythms and musicality of
the spoken word.

SWISS GERMAN: 183 PAGES / DER GESUNDE MENSCHENVERSAND / 2010
GERMAN TRANSLATION: 176 PAGES / KEIN & ABER / 2014
ENGLISH (UK) TRANSLATION: 240 PAGES / FREIGHT BOOKS / 2013

OCEAN OF MILK
DER MILCHOZEAN
BY RICHARD WEIHE
NAW MUCH OF A TALKER
DER GOALIE BIN IG
BY PEDRO LENZ
TRANSLATED BY DONAL MCLAUGHLIN

It aw started long afore that. Ah kid jist as well make oot but: it aw
started that wan evenin, a few days eftir they let me ootae the Joke.
Boot ten in the evenin, it wis. Hawf past, mibbe. An’ see the wind?
The wind widda cut right through ye, fuckin freezin it wis. Fog Valley. It November an’ aw. Ma heart wis like a soakin-wet flair-cloth, it wis that heavy.
So ah takes masel intae Cobbles, fancied a wee coffee ah did, wi a
guid shot ae schnapps in it. The dosh they gi’e ye when ye leave the nick ah’d
awready blown awready, naw that ah kidda tellt ye whit oan.
So there ah wis: fuck aw dosh, desperate furra coffee but, wi
schnapps in it, furra bit o company an’ aw, a cunt or two tae talk tae.
Ahm tellin ye, arent ah? Ma pockets wur empty, part fae a few fags, a
few coins. Things wur a bit tight like. Tighter than tight, tae be honest. Waitin
on money some cunt owed me, ah wis. Try sayin that but when yir fresh ootae
the nick. Ahm owed a whack o money, jist dont hiv it yet.
Impresses nae cunt, that.
So ah goes intae Cobbles, like ah say, an’ order a coffee wi schnapps.
Regula asks hiv ah the money fur it?
Naw a bad question, ah admit.
Dae me a favour, Regi, ah gi’e it, spare me the patter, bring me o’er
the coffee jist an’ we’ll take it fae there.
Total patter-merchant ur whit, she goes - an’ goes an’ fetches it.
She’s like that, when she comes back: Ah didnae pit it through, an’
she looks at me thon wey – ah dunno whit wey, masel. Diffrint, anyhoo, diffrint fae usual, wi a bit mair longin in her eyes, or summit. Ahv nae idea whit
like it is fur ither guys, see me but? that kinda thing warms ma heart - toasts
ma insides, it dis - a woman like Regi lookin at me like that.
Thanks, Regi, love. Ye’ll get yir reward in heaven. The money an’
aw some time. Gi’e her peace wi that kinda patter, she gi’es it next, an’ ahm
naw tae start gettin used tae it eether, cos if Pesche finds oot she didnae pit it
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through, aw hell’ll break loose so it will. Ah know masel whit like he can be.
She’s brilliant, Regula, ye hiv tae hand it tae her, she looks oot fur us,
jist takes it intae her heid naw tae pit summit through, nae cunt’ll know, an’
anyhoo: Pesche, the gaffer’ll be the last wan tae notice. Goalie here, meanwhile, his his coffee an’ that’s aw that matters.
Ahd known furra long time she his a big heart, Regula. That evenin
there but, ah started tae like her a loatae other ways too.
It’s strange, that. Dead strange. Yiv known a woman fur years an’
naw thought nuthin of it, an’ suddenly, christ, suddenly she’s got summit. She
his: she’s suddenly got summit that’s got unner yir skin, suddenly ye like her
like. Explain that yin tae me! That particular evenin, ahd a loatae questions tae
answer, tae be honest. Suddenly but, wan single question, jist, intristit me - an’
that wis: wis there any chance at aw, in this here lifetime, that me an’ Regula
kid become an item mibbe?
Regula, love, ah gave it, kin ah ask ye a wee favour? Kid ye slip me a
fifty tae Monday? Whit it is is: ahm owed a load ae money, jist hivnae actually
got it actually yet. A wee cash-flow problem. Ye ken hoo it is –
She looks at me like that. Then goes like that: so ah hidnae changed
at aw in the Joke, eh? ye widnae think, tae listen tae me, ahd done nearly a year
in there, ah hidnae changed a bit, still full o the same auld shite ah wis.
Dont get yirsel worked up, Regi. Ye dont know whit yir on aboot.
Ye know fuck aw aboot me, fuck aw aboot the Joke an’ aw. An’ it’s better
that wey, believe me. Ye should coont yir blessins. As fur the dosh: ahm naw
beggin, certainly naw goney beg fae you, it’s up tae you, eether yiv a fifty or ye
hivnae an’ we kin talk aboot summit else. That’s aw there is tae it.
She gave me the fifty: folded it an’ pit in ma breast pocket, wi’oot a
word. Ah took her haun, gi’ed the inside ae her arm a wee kiss an’ gave it: see
if ye didnae hiv tae go tae work, ahd take ye straight hame so ah wid an’ blow
ye away. Ah swear, Regi, ahd make ye a happy woman.
She wis like that tae me: ah wis a daft bastard, really wis, an’ she gave
a wee laugh an’ ah gave a wee laugh an’ aw. It wis guid tae laugh again, it really
wis. Ah hidnae hid much tae laugh aboot recently, ah really hidnae.
When there wis fuck-aw schnapps left in the coffee, ah went o’er tae
the Spanish Club tae see wis there any grub left. An’ sure enough: there wis
some, even if it wis late. Paco rustled up a bit ae fish. Re-heatit the rice fur
me. Jist the joab it wis.
He wantit tae know where ahd been keepin masel. He hidnae seen
me aroon fur ages.
Alcatraz, ah went, haudin ma fingers up tae ma face tae look like jail
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bars.
He shook his big heavy heid jist, winced a bit wi his mooth. They’re
guid at that in the Spanish Club: they know when tae ask ye things an’ when
it’s better naw tae.
Hey, Paco, tell me, hiv ye seen Uli or Marta in here at aw? Naw? Hiv
they naw dropped in, naw? Naw, it disnae matter. Yir rice is guid, by the way,
really guid. Ahv said it afore an’ ah’ll say it again: yis ur really guid cooks in
here.
***
Ah looked at the clock, up oan the wall beside the faded Real Madrid
penant, same beam the fluorescent tubes ur on. Hawf eleven awready. Wan
last Veterano, then get tae fuck hame, ah thought. Shitin weather. Gimme a
schnapps, Paco, an’ pour it nice eh, fuckin freeze ye it wid ootside again.
Strange, there wisni mair in oan a Friday. A few young yins playin
table fitba, a few auld yins hivin a natter an’ that wis it. An’ me waitin. Fur
summit.
Mon, mate, dae summit, ye need tae fuckin dae summit, ah tellt masel. Ah ordered anither brandy. Guid joab ahd Regi’s fifty. Yir a diffrint person
so ye ur wi cash in yir wallet. If ah dont find Uli soon but, Regula’s goney hiv
tae wait tae get paid back.
Thinkin o Regula hid me greetin aw ae a sudden. Don’t know how
masel, fuckin embarrassin it wis but: sittin on yir ain at a table an’ the tears
trippin ye.
Closin time, Goalie!
Paco’s missus. If need be, she caws the shots roon here. Ensures the
rules ur kept. Paco’s too fuckin saft. He cannae throw folk oot, cannae bring
himsel tae dae it. She kin but.
Ah rubbed ma eyes, pretended they wur irritatin me, paid an’ left tae
go hame. Ah didnae take the maist direct route but. Naw, ah wantit tae drop
by Cobbles, see if Regula wis finishin her work an’ aw mibbe. So ah smoke
a fag in the courtyaird, keep an eye on the back door, thinkin that’s the door
she’d go ootae. Lights wur still oan in the pub. Wid be nice tae see her, even
fur a wee minute jist, ah thought. Ah waited in the dork, unner the porch. Ye
widnae hiv seen me fae the street an’ naw fae the carpark eether, thank fuck.
Buddy wis waitin oan her an’ aw, ye see. Buddy wis sittin in his motor. Buddy
wis her bloke - it wis official. Buddy wis pickin Regula up fae her work cos it
wis his responsibility, cos that’s whit ye dae if yiv a burd who serves behind
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a bar an’ ye want tae be sure she gets hame safe. Specially if she works at a
place like Cobbles, frequented by dangerous cunts like me. By worse cunts
than me an’ aw.
Congratu-fuckin-lations, Buddy, yiv it aw under control so ye hiv: ye
check yir motor, check yir burd, check yir hair, Buddy, ye check yir blood pressure, you’re the boss, Buddy, hunner percent, the champ, Buddy, she’s yours,
yiv it aw in the palm ae yir hand, ye hiv her in the palm ae yir hand, well done,
aye - well done, well done, Buddy, ya fuckin wimp, an’ ah spat on the fuckin
grun.
Ahd nowt, at that there moment. Nada. Nae claim oan the lassie.
Nae money. Naw a hope. Nowt. Ah jist wantit tae stroll past as she wis leavin
her work, like it wis a coincidence like, an’ gi’e it: Look who it is, Regula! You
oan yir way hame an’ aw? Where ye headin, Regi? Mon, ah’ll take ye. Naw, it’s
naw oota ma way, naw, really, it’s nae bother, ah wantit tae go that wey anyhoo.
As we walked, ahd then hiv done ma “mysteriously silent” act. Usually works, that yin. Specially if she’s been behind a bar aw day. Ye dont go
nippin her brain at hawf one in the mornin. Naw, ye need tae be able tae shut
the fuck up, tae listen if she’s tellin ye summit, an’ even if she’s naw. An’ then,
later, ootside her door, a wee hug an’ a kiss on each cheek, naw: the three kisses
we dae, an’ ye make the last last that wee bit longer, that wee bit longer than
usual. Then ye get tae fuck. Ye dont forget tae turn back but an’ g’ie her a wee
wave.
That’s hoo ahd hiv played it. An’ she’d be thinkin: he’s an awright
guy, Goalie. Jist been in the jail furra year an’ hisnae any money, he’s got class
but. Why’d he hesitate like that at the last kiss? Ahm sure ahm right: he hesitated, sorta. As if he wantit it tae last longer. Or ahm ah wrang?
That’s the kinda partin thoughts women like Regula like. The note
tae leave them oan. Tae keep them happy.
It wis jist me thinkin them but. An’ up aheid in the shadows wis
Buddy in his tarted-up Toyota fuckin Celica, the sound system turned right
up, nae doot, the heatin an’ aw, probably. An’ here’s me, on ma fuckin tod,
freezin ma arse aff oan a drafty corner, useless cunt that ah am. Ahv nae
music eether.
Hey, Goalie, whit’s up? Whit ye daein, still here? Ye tryin tae catch
yir fuckin death or whit? ah said tae masel, then took aff hame. On ma tod, as
usual.
***
Aw that shite meant ahd tae leave ma work an hoor an’ a hawf early an’ aw.
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Sorry, but nae cunt’s goney pay me fur that time, ur they? An’ goin back in
thenoo, tae show ma face like, is fuckin pointless. So ah jist leave it jist.
Ah hitch-hike tae Olten insteid. Olten’s a sad toon, a really sad toon.
It’s a bit better than the Fog but cos in Olten naw ivry cunt knows me. It
disnae bother me if a toon’s sad. Oan the contrary. Toons ur like stories, the
sad yins urnae always the worst.
Eftir aboot hawf an hoor, a Renault finally stops tae gi’e me a lift.
Guy looks like a teacher. Later but, when ahv been talkin tae him a bit, it turns
oot he isnae. He’s a rep furra watch-makin company in the French-speakin
pairt. Someone who says he occasionally gi’es folk lifts cos it’s borin aye bein
oan yir ain in the car.
Ah kin take ye as faur as Rothrist. Then ah hiv tae take the motorway.
Great. Merci buccups. As faur as Rothrist is magic. Then ah’ll take it
fae there.
It’s guid craic, listenin tae a French-speaker tryin tae speak German.
In Rothrist, ah wait ten minutes, max, then a jeep gi’es me a lift, a
Cherokee. The woman drivin it his quite a few jewels oan her fingers an’ is
pickin her daughter up fae ballet in Olten. Wisnae much aulder than me, her
in the Cherokee, mibbe even younger. She babbled oan a bit, ah wisnae listenin but, wis jist givin it ‘aye’ aw the time an’ thinkin ma ain thoughts. When
ah looked at her, ye see, wi aw her expensive jewellery an’ her fine claes, ah
realised ahm auld enough tae hiv daughters an’ aw that wid go tae ballet an’
hiv tae be taxied to an’ fro. An’ that ahd mibbe then hiv a jeep like this an’ aw
an’ a very smart wife who’d hiv time tae chauffeur oor daughters aroon an’ tae
give lifts tae hitch-hikers an’ who wid babble oan as much as
this yin did. The thought ae aw that wisnae pleasant but.
Ye kin let me oot here. That’s perfect.
Ahm naw allowed tae stop here. It’s nae waitin ivrywhere. Whit’s that
aw aboot? Soon aw car drivers’ll be allowed tae dae is pay fines an’ taxes. An’
godknows: the polis hiv better things tae dae. Jist think ae whit ye see oan TV.
But naw but: it’s only ivver the drivers they’re eftir.
Yeah, naw ah jist meant: fae here oan in, ye kin drap me aff anywhere. Great, thanks a lot, ta very much, bye.
Where she drapped me aff, they’re aw oot even this early in the
evenin. Women fae here. Women fae countries further east: Austria, Russia an’
the like. Women fae Africa. Women fae ah-don’t-know-where.
Course, it disnae matter sae much whether yir fae here, or elsewhere,
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dependin oan yir joab. Yir foreign anyhoo. Ahv known mair than wan woman
who’s been active in this business. Ah dont want tae go oan aboot it. If yir
oan drugs, there’s stuff yir prepared tae dae. Course, they’re naw aw addicts.
A few dae it fur ither reasons. There’s nae shortage ae reasons. There’s nae
shortage ae guys eether that’ll pay money even tae get a sniff ae a woman.
The joab widnae exist itherwise. Ye shouldnae judge that kinda thing. Presumably that’s honest an’ aw. An’ there’s mibbe even worse ways ae bein honest.
Whit ah want tae say but is: suddenly yir oan this street in Olten an’ ye see the
women an’ ye see the limos that pull up an’ a woman gets in or disnae, an’ it
gets ye thinkin, thinkin aboot aw the women yiv hid an’ the wans ye hivnae an’
the wans yir nivver fuckin goney. Then ye think ae the women who’ve tellt ye
aboot bein oan the street. An’ then ye clock aw the things that kin happen in
an evenin oan a patch like this. An’ then ye wish ye’d nivver left yir hame village an’ it wis still yir childhood an’ ivrythin wis still the wey it aye used tae be
when yir maw sang ye tae sleep or yir faither tellt ye a bedtime story an’ then
turned the light oot, an’ ivrythin ye knew aboot life, the hale fuckin loat, still
fitted in yir heid still, yir beddin smelt ae fresh soap an’ mibbe a bit ae you an’
fuck-aw else.
Olten his better bits than this. Ah got masel away fae there. Ah went
tae play pinball wi some ae the cash ahd saved oan the train ticket.
Nae idea whit like it is fur ither folk, see me but: ah kin pit
a
two-franc bit in, then keep playin till ma wrists faw aff. Staun me in front ae
any machine an’ eftir the first three baws ahv it sussed an’ ah’ll guarantee ye
that wi the second three ah’ll win a free go.
Ma favourites ur the auld machines that talk tae ye. Hit Gate One! Hit
the Multiball Target! Well Done, Player One! Go for the Jackpot!
Wi they yins, ah aye imagine a wee man inside, a cute wee dwarf sittin there who kin speak dead-good English an’ who likes ye an’ wants tae help
ye, jist cos he dis.
There’s nae cunt tae help me but. Nae wee cunt an’ nae big cunt
eether. Naw even me masel kin help me.
Ah take the train hame an’ at the station in the Fog, ah hiv a few
mair beers wi the jerks who ur aye sittin there, hivin a beer an’ waitin fur time
tae pass. They’re probably quite happy at that cos, sooner or later, time always
dis pass.
By the time ah hit the sheets, ahm feelin guid-taereally-guid again.
***
Ye see, Regula, when schoolboys play fitba - ah mean: when they
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really play, pick teams first an’ that – naebody normally wants tae go in goal.
Normal wee boys want tae score goals, naw stop them. That’s jist the way
it is. In the nature ae things. Even when it comes tae real players, the wans
who make it big, wans ye see on TV, the forwards ur normally much richer
an’ much mair famous than the goalkeepers. That his its ain logic. A goal is
always a goal. When a goalie makes a save but, ye cannae aye tell if the baw
wid’ve gone in otherwise, or naw. Ye kin nivver tell fur sure, actually, whether
a goalkeeper’s really guid or jist plain guid or mibbe naw sae guid. That’s how
ivry fitballer, if he his any choice, prefers tae be up front. The wans that want
it even mair badly, totally badly, but ur weans. As a wean, ye make sure you
yirsel ur playin in a position that’ll let ye pit as many baws as possible in the
net. An’ d’ye know how? Cos weans, wi’oot knowin it, ur the world’s maist
stupidest optimists.
Naw, take it fae me, Regi: optimism is a children’s illness. Like the
measles. An’ a keeper’s summit like insurance. If yir blinded by optimism an’
countin oan hivin nuthin but guid luck, ye dont need insurance. An’ that’s
how, when weans play fitba, nae cunt wants tae go in goal. An’ wance, when
we’d an important game, against the Italians fae the gasworks, nae cunt wantit
tae be the goalie again so we pit wee Balsiger - the poorest an’ maist-harassed
wee guy roon oor way – in goal.
But ah dont want tae be in goal!
Zip it, Balsiger, an’ jist get in!
But ahm naw very guid in goal.
Yir even worse oot. Now git in goal or ye kin go straight hame!
We got hammered. Oan the way hame, someone said the goalie wis
tae blame. Wi a better goalie, we’d hiv won by a few clear goals, they said. The
goalie wis worse than useless, they said, the guy shid be fired intae ooter space
etc. Where’d he get tae anyhoo, the damn goalie, ma friends suddenly asked.
How? ah asked back. We shid teach him a lesson he’ll nivver forget, they reckoned. They got themsels aw worked up. Someone hid the idea ae sendin oot a
search party. When they found him, he’d get a right guid hidin.
Ah kidnae see the sense in that at aw cos, tae me, it wisnae at aw
clear we’d lost cos ae the keeper. An’ anyhow: we’d forced the wee guy tae
go in goal. That’s how a sudden need fur justice came over me an’ ah started
givin it: it wisnae wee Balsiger’s fault. It wis awready too late but. Wance that
kinda group dynamic kicks in, there’s nae reversin it. Apart fae me, they wur
aw determined tae gi’e wee Balsiger a hidin. So ah stepped forward an’ said:
Ahm yir goalie, lads. If yir hell bent on gi’in a goalie a hammerin,
oan ye come. Ahm yir goalie, ya bunch ae fuckin yella-bellies!
Naw yir naw, naw yir naw, they said, an’ ah must be bloody bonkers.
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Ahd awready decided but ah wis takin Balsiger’s thrashin. It wis time tae
speed things up. Ah lashed oot at ma team-mates, givin it: Mon then, mon
then, ya fuckin yella-bellies. Yis only want tae batter Balsiger cos yir aw fuckin
yella-bellies. Fuckin yella-bellies is whit yis ur. Want a goalie? Here, yis hiv a
goalie. Ahm yir goalie! Ahm yir goalie! Ah went oan an’ oan at them, punchin
them noo an’ knockin them over. Soon, ahd provoked them sae much, they
set upon me, right enough, first wi their fists an’ then their feet. Wis that it? ah
asked when ma nose started bleedin. They wur a bunch ae fuckin pansies, ah
tellt them. Ahd nivver seen such a crowd ae sissies, their
punches didnae even hurt. That spurred them oan even mair, of course. Me
an’ aw but: ah wis aw fired up. They hit oot at me again, harder an’ harder,
rougher an’ rougher, mair an’ mair brutal they wur gettin. Ah went doon on
the grun. They kept goin till ah kid hardly breathe. Shortly before the lights
went oot, before ah fainted, ah wis croakin, apparently: Ahm yir goalie! Ahm
yir … Then ivrythin went dark an’ eftir that, aw ah know is: ah woke up at
hame, in ma ain bed. Ma faither wis goin ballistic an’ ma maw wis sayin she
worried aboot me: whit wid become of me.
Regula looks at me. That wonderful amazed look she his only a very
rare time. Ah cannae believe it, she says.
Naw, Regula, take it fae me. Take it fae me. Aw that exists. Plenty ae
other stuff an’ aw. Ye can believe it awright.
Oor two heids wur really close. She wis still lookin at me that same
way. Ahd the impression, nearly, she wis lookin in ma face fur traces ae that
fight twenty year ago. Ah inched closer, pit ma hauns oan her cheeks an’
kissed her oan the mooth. It wisnae lust. It wis direct but. An’ the crucial
thing wis: Regula kissed me back, long an’ slow. Tenderly. Properly. Finally.
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